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Chapter 1821 - Great Virtue 

Everyone felt that this world was too crazy. Even a little dog even dared to act high and mighty, 

becoming an existence they couldn’t see through. 

Hong Family, this was but a powerful true immortal family. This old clan master achieved immortality 

during Immortal Ancient times, his strength powerful. After accumulating for an entire great era’s time, 

it was hard to imagine just how powerful he was now. 

Yet now, something completely unexpected happened. He was a human pet? A dog was his master! 

This... really was too shocking! It was as if heavenly thunder rumbled, hacking everyone until their minds 

were scorched, their exteriors tender. This was just too astonishing, or perhaps it could be called 

inconceivable. 

The powerful being of a generation -- Hong Fa, actually had this type of dark history! 

It really was hard to say whether this was a complicated situation, or if it was a blemish. It was just too 

unimaginable, leaving many people dumbstruck. n𝑂𝐯ℯ/𝐥𝑏(In 

In that instant, all eyes gathered on the small dog’s body at the same time, even Shi Hao who had 

previously displayed his power was temporarily overlooked by others. All of them were staring at the 

little dog. 

Everyone’s eyes were burning fiercely. Even though this fella’s figure wasn’t all that imposing, not a True 

Dragon, not an Immortal Phoenix, it had previously taken in a true immortal as a human pet! 

“I do not know what we should call senior?” Someone made his way over, kneeling down and showing 

great respect. 

After someone did this, the others all came over when they saw this, men and women included, old and 

young. It was as if they were looking at a rare animal, staring at this puppy, and then paying their 

respects. 

Who knows, it might very well be a rare species! 

“My name is Great Virtue. Only with ethics and talent can one attain the way, only by attaining the way 

can one achieve immortality, this is precisely why it is called attaining the dao to achieve immortality.” 

The little dog said with a serious expression, extremely solemn and dignified, speaking its name -- Great 

Virtue. 

Cao Yusheng pinched his nose while he listened. The others were full of respect, but he was instead only 

irritated. He really had enough of this dog, really wanting to immediately find a pot to stew it. 

He knew that this little dog was playing dumb, purposely putting on a dignified appearance. 

“Senior, I must ask your distinguished self for guidance, are you willing to accept disciples?” 

There were others who were even more direct, becoming impatient, directly asking this. 



The others also came over with friendly intentions, coming to curry favor, but they all wanted to get a 

bit closer first. However, someone directly declared their intentions just like that, launching their 

‘assault’. 

“I reside in Upper Heavens Mountain, close to Immemorial Immortal King. I sensed that there was a 

great disaster, and thus came down the mountain!” The little dog said seriously. 

Everyone became stupefied, it was actually this serious? However, why did they feel like something 

wasn’t quite right? 

“Speak like a normal person please.” Cao Yusheng said. 

“Human pet, don’t try to act cocky before me, or else I’ll smack you straight to hell and you can self 

reflect for ten thousand generations!” The little dog threatened. 

“This dao friend, please do not speak randomly.” 

“Senior speaks the truth, you cannot speak randomly!” 

The others all criticized Cao Yusheng one after another, eager to get on the little dog’s good side. 

Cao Yusheng wanted to curse. These idiots were all completely fooled by this little dog! Who knew 

whether this would be a good or bad thing? 

In reality, these people weren’t idiots either, they all felt like this little dog was showing off a bit, but 

they also understood that its background was great, so they were all merely adapting to the situation. 

Even Hong Family’s old ancestor was this dog’s human pet, just how strong was it then? If their relations 

with this dog were good, then there would be too many benefits! 

Many people came with goals in mind, feeling that if they could curry favor with this little dog, then it 

would be the same as forming a powerful alliance with this family. It was something worth making the 

effort. 

Hong Family’s people were all kneeling there, daring to feel anger but not daring to voice anything. All of 

them could only obediently kneel there! 

“Senior, is there anything you need? We are willing to serve as your running dogs and horses!” Someone 

began to butter it up. 

However, the little dog immediately glared out. What running dogs or horses? Was this person speaking 

highly of it or cursing it? 

That person immediately wanted to smack his own mouth, really choosing the wrong words. However, 

this was a dog to begin with, so what was even a good way to praise it? 

This little black dog was still rather calm, not acting out. Moreover, he put on an act, saying, “This poor 

taoist has cultivated in seclusion for millions of years, left the world of mortals for countless generations, 

all I wish to do is experience the affairs of the secular world for a bit.” 

“Senior truly is a very able person!” 



“Great Virtue senior’s cultivation realm is something we cannot even look up to, cannot fathom.” 

A group of people said in praise and admiration, but there was a bit of truth to it. They indeed couldn’t 

fathom the little dog’s current cultivation, unable to see through it at all. They felt like what it said might 

be reasonable. 

“I must ask senior to explain more for us, lecture on the dao. We are full of incomparable desire, willing 

to listen to great laws!” Many people asked. 

They indeed wished to hear the great dao lectures of Hong Fa true immortal’s master. 

“For me, withdrawing from worldly affairs is already something of the lower cultivation realms, 

explaining scriptures too shallow. All laws and dao are contained within every word and action, 

contained within the hundred changes of the mortal world.” The little dog said in a deep voice. 

Cao Yusheng rolled his eyes at him, really wanting to shout out ‘you really know how to act’, but this 

time, he was warned by the stupid dog, thus not daring to speak out too much. Otherwise, he would 

likely have been bitten. 

“I must ask senior to help us dispel some of our confusion, explain a step further!” Someone asked 

seriously. 

“Wu, that is fine. Do you all have divine medicines on you?” The little dog asked. 

Everyone felt a wave of hesitation, but in the end, there was still someone who brought out a stalk, 

placing it on the jade table. This was an inheritor from an Immortal Domain great family. 

This was quite the big move, carrying a stalk of divine medicine on him, able to use it to preserve his life 

when needed! 

Of course, the roots weren’t there, left in the clan’s medicinal garden. 

“Who else has any?” The little dog asked. 

“I do!” 

Then, there were two others who stood out after some hesitation. Under the little dog’s gesturing, they 

placed the divine medicines on the jade table. 

Not far out, Cao Yusheng’s eyes revealed a flash of lowly light. This time, he became quiet. Even without 

any warnings, he became obedient, playing his part, secretly looking forward to the results. 

It was because he knew that this stupid dog was definitely not of the good sort, definitely not having 

good intentions! 

“Who has a Nine Reincarnations Immortal Pill?” The little dog asked. 

This time, everyone became speechless. All of them shook their heads. What kind of joke was this? 

Would they carry something like that randomly on them? That was but an unmatched precious pill 

refined from long life medicines! 

This type of pill was extremely rare even in Immortal Domain, rarely seen. 



However, this type of unmatched immortal pill, even eating a single one gave one the potential to 

ascend to immortality! 

This was the most valuable precious pill from the past until now! 

“If you don’t, then forget it.” The little dog shook its head in a bit of dissatisfaction. 

Then, it reached out a little claw, picking up a stalk of divine medicine, starting to chew on it like a 

radish, directly eating it just like that. 

“Senior” That youngster who produced that divine medicine almost jumped up. Even if he came from 

Immortal Domain, his family backing abundant, giving someone their divine medicine to be chewed like 

a radish really couldn’t be endured. This was an utter spendthrift! 

He originally thought that this little dog would use the divine medicine to derive the great dao, or 

perhaps explain some unmatched mysteries of fate or reasoning. 

In the end, it was directly eaten just like that! 

The other two who brought out divine medicines couldn’t sit still, opening their mouths, about to seize it 

back, moreover reaching out their hands, but in the end, the little dog was even faster, two more 

‘radishes’ obtained, chewing through them! 

“Ah, this...” The faces of the three of them became green. They wanted to say something, even more so 

wanted to curse out, but they then swallowed it back down, not really daring. 

“In my eyes, the so-called divine medicines and immortal herbs, are nothing more than ordinary food, 

the fruits of the mortal world. After remaining in seclusion for too long, I couldn’t help but miss them a 

bit, wishing to give these medicines a taste.” The little dog said. 

It had a serious look on its face, but a pair of dog paws were slowly moving about, as if it was lazing 

about, this type of appearance extremely strange. 

Everyone stared at this carefully, believing that there was some deeper meaning to this. 

Only Cao Yusheng who knew its true nature inwardly spat out, turning his head to leave. He knew that 

this stupid dog was definitely messing around, leaving him furious. It actually didn’t leave a stalk of 

divine medicine for him. 

Shi Hao was also speechless. He beckoned Cao Yusheng over, helping him engrave a great formation 

diagram. 

“Ah...” Someone screamed miserably, breaking the silence. Everyone turned around, looking in Shi Hao’s 

direction. 

Wang Da was screaming. The formation in his body was forcibly stripped by Shi Hao, and then engraved 

into Cao Yusheng’s body. 

This really was forceful. It was directly stripped, not imitating and carving it! 

It was because Shi Hao was scared that he might make a mistake, thus, he just domineeringly seized the 

formation, using it to complete Cao Yusheng. 



“When we obtain all nine corners of the formation, that will be when you rise up.” Shi Hao said with a 

smile. 

On the side, blood was flowing out from the corners of Wang Da’s mouth, in incomparable pain. The 

process of having his part of the formation stripped was like having his bones pulled out, his entire body 

laying weak on the ground. 

“Alright, we’ll stop here today. I’ll help clear up the dao for you all again next time.” The little dog said. 

Shi Hao didn’t ask for Wang Da’s life either. “I’ll leave you with your life for now!” 

It was because he still wanted the formations of the other members of the Wang Family. If he killed 

Wang Da like this, it was easy for there to be strange changes. 

Dong! 

Shi Hao pointed out, knocking Wang Da out, and then threw him into a spatial artifact, capturing him 

alive. It was because he wanted to see if he could seize the Chaos Calming Art from Wang Da. 

With sou sou noises, the three figures disappeared from this place. 

“Why are we running so fast?” Cao Yusheng was panting heavily. He couldn’t keep up anymore, in the 

end directly picked up by Shi Hao. 

“Why don’t you use your brain before you speak? If we don’t run faster, don’t tell me you want those 

old enemies to catch us?!” The little dog said. 

“Don’t you have that human pet? He’s a true immortal already, what is there to be scared of?!” Cao 

Yusheng asked. 

“If you become a true immortal, would you still willingly become the human pet of another. If he knew 

that my cultivation disappeared, would he or would he not want to stew me alive?” The little dog asked. 

“Of course he would!” 

“Bark! I’m going to eat you first!” 

... 

Shi Hao now completely understood. This little dog had too many enemies, to the point where even it 

was lacking in confidence. After just appearing, it immediately ran. 

Now, Immortal Domain’s great army was here, it was scared that someone would hurry over. 

Just how many people did he provoke? In the past, just what kind of evil did it commit? 

“Where should we go now?” Cao Yusheng asked. 

“We are going to the Nine Heavens above, to pay Jin Taijun as well as Wind Clan’s old ancestor a visit.” 

Shi Hao said. 

Chapter 1822 - Descent of An Era Without Cultivation 

Dong! 



A great noise sounded from the void! 

The entire world was shaking slightly, the boundless force of natural laws appearing. It was as if a giant 

was brandishing a world cleaving ax, forging a new universe here. 

Everything became chaotic. The appearances of many experts in this world changed, feeling a deep 

chilliness, as well as a wave of powerlessness. 

This came from outer space. An ancient world drifted over, getting closer and closer to the three 

thousand provinces. Soon, everything was going to connect together, the true merging was about to 

begin! 

The world was chaotic. The Nine Heavens Ten Earths were combining, becoming one sooner or later. 

In the distance, there was an ancient world surrounded by indistinct stars, releasing hazy radiance. 

Everything slowly got closer and closer. As it approached the three thousand provinces, endless lightning 

flashed between the two, terrifying natural laws surging. 

Even though they were only approaching each other, not linking up, there was already this type of 

heaven and earth trembling. 

Everyone began to feel worry. Once it made contact, connecting together, would large amounts of 

creatures of the two realms be destroyed? 

This was perhaps a disaster, leaving everyone worried, making them feel fretful. 

Honglong! 

At the same time, the Nine Heavens had some ‘heavens’ that were getting closer and closer, about to 

return to becoming one land. 

“It is even faster than what we imagined!” Someone said quietly. 

Immortal Domain’s people gathered in one place, starting to pull together, moreover no longer fighting 

the creatures of darkness. They were discussing among themselves, someone suggesting to immediately 

withdraw. 

It was because in that instant, the essence energy of the world was declining! 

After merging a bit, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths would become much more infertile. This was a 

rebound of the world, quickly entering an era without cultivation! 

The so-called Nine Heavens Ten Earths returning to one world was only on the surface. The true nature 

was a Cultivationless Era, a true era without cultivation. 

Within a certain place in the three thousand provinces, Shi Hao, Cao Yusheng, and the little dog stopped. 

They stared out quietly, sensing the changes of the great world. 

“Terrible times have arrived. This king choosing to come into the world at this time really was bad 

timing.” The little dog’s expression became grave. This time, he definitely wasn’t putting on airs. 

“Any concrete ideas?” Cao Yusheng asked. 



“An age without cultivation, backlash of heaven and earth. Apart from difficulty in advancing one’s 

cultivation, the longevity of all creatures will also sharply decline. Old monsters who have lived for 

millions of years might start to fall!” The little dog said. 

This was what it was worried over. Right now, it wasn’t a true immortal, it couldn’t live for an eternity, 

its lifespan had a limit. The effects of this were too great on it. 

Moreover, even if it was a true immortal, they would still encounter danger during this cultivationless 

era’s backlash. This was a dangerous situation! 

According to what the little dog said, the Nine Heavens Ten Earths were already no longer suitable for 

experts to live in, there were going to be great changes. 

“What is the most serious situation like? The experts of the world, what are their fates?” Shi Hao began 

to ask, his expression grave. 

“Everyone’s lifespans will greatly shorten, those over a million years in age might directly enter their 

later years, not having much time left to live!” The little dog said with a stern expression. 

“And?” 

“Even if it is supreme beings, as long as their age is great, their blood energy will dry up, unable to live 

for much longer.” 

“Then what about me?” Shi Hao asked. 

“You are still quite fortunate, because you are young, yet already a supreme being level expert, you still 

have quite some time to live, likely able to live for ten thousand years.” The little dog said. 

Cao Yusheng sucked in a cold breath of air. Even after becoming a supreme being, they would still only 

have ten thousand years, this was terrifying. Compared to before, the drop was too great! 

“No, perhaps there are only three or four thousand years left to live!” The little dog said. 

“What?” Cao Yusheng almost jumped, becoming more scared the longer they talked. Even supreme 

beings only had this much time left, then what about others? 

“Ordinary people won’t feel much, their lifespans won’t be greatly affected, the ones affected will 

mostly be cultivators. Otherwise, why would it be called a Cultivationless Era?” The little dog said. 

“Has this happened before?” Shi Hao asked. If it happened before, then what was the result? 

“It has. Cultivators died out, Immortal Domain affected, the losses not light.” The little dog replied 

seriously. It was a bit nervous, really running into the worst age. 

The entire world was becoming silent, no cultivators left under the heavens. This was going to be the 

most terrifying result. 

“Will it affect the creatures of darkness?” Shi Hao asked. 

“It is all the same. As long as they are cultivators, they will suffer from the world’s backlash.” The little 

dog nodded. This was, perhaps, the only piece of good news. 



Right now, Shi Hao was standing on Fiend Island, looking at Immortal Tomb. There were still not many 

changes, his grandfather was still in front of the tomb, while A’man was seated on it. 

Vaguely, the two seemed to have become one with this place, guarding it. 

However, they never opened their eyes, not waking up. They didn’t move at all, even though thirty years 

passed, there were still no changes to them at all. 

Shi Hao just couldn’t feel at ease. He rushed here, revealing a look of worry. Darkness matter was 

corroding this world, and then a cultivationless era was approaching, should he forcefully bring these 

two away? 

“You cannot!” The little dog said. It immediately revealed a shocked expression, emotions surging 

intensely. For this little dog to have this type of reaction, it really was a first. n-/𝑜-(𝗏-/𝖾)-𝗅((𝐁/-I.-n 

“This blasted place, it actually revived, the path here about to become usable. That person, that clan, 

when will they return?” It began to mutter. 

“What do you know about this place?” Shi Hao asked. With this type of strange thing here, he naturally 

wanted to find out everything he could. 

“I don’t know what era that existence is from. During Immortal Ancient years, there was a disturbance 

here, some terrifying things that happened, but in the end, the owner wasn’t able to return.” The little 

dog said. 

It spoke honestly, saying that it didn’t even know that existence’s true background, just how ancient it 

was. 

That was perhaps an unmatched existence, or maybe an unmatched species. When it truly returned, it 

might be the start of this world’s most miserable great era! 

This wasn’t just circulated in the present world, history’s greatest showdown, a corner of it could be 

seen even back then. The next great era might be the start of a calamity, then, everything else was going 

to end! 

“Everything is going to end, what does this mean?” Cao Yusheng was horrified, now truly becoming 

scared. 

“It means that everything will be settled, nothing left.” The little dog replied. 

This reply made Cao Yusheng’s scalp go numb. This... was too terrifying. In the end, the entire world was 

going to enter a deathly stillness, conclude like this? 

“Will the creatures of darkness come here?” Shi Hao asked. This was his greatest worry. 

“They won’t, they are fearful of the one arriving through this path as well. Those who can participate in 

the great showdown are all the highest existences, not even the creatures of darkness dare rashly 

provoke them.” The little dog said. 

This made Shi Hao release a breath of relief. He was scared that his grandfather and A’man wouldn’t be 

able to escape demonization because they had to stay here. 



“These two have likely been chosen by the one who is arriving by this path, they should be able to 

obtain a share of the opportunity.” The little dog said. 

Several days later, two men and one dog appeared in the Nine Heavens above. 

During this process, Wang Da was strictly questioned, but his mouth was shut tight, just not speaking. In 

reality, he didn’t have any way of leaking out the Chaos Calming Art either. 

That was a type of taboo. In the depths of his sea of consciousness, there were restrictions set. Once it 

touched upon the Chaos Calming Art’s secrets, his primordial spirit would explode. 

In reality, during the interrogation process, there was one time when he almost self-destructed, but Shi 

Hao forcefully suppressed it, and then he was further interrogated. 

“The Chaos Calming Art...” Shi Hao released a light sigh, unable to forget it. This was the clan’s greatest 

secret. Even Immortal Wang’s oldest son Wang Da had restrictions placed in his head, rather having him 

die than leaking out the secret. 

Even though he already grasped the Grass Symbol Sword Art, Shi Hao was still strongly attached to the 

Chaos Calming Art, really wishing to obtain it. 

It was because he vaguely understood that the Chaos Calming Art was the most suitable for him! 

Tempering his primordial spirit into a sword core, making it sturdy and unbreaking, this was something 

he longed for. An unmatched great method for tempering the spirit, this was definitely not just a joke. 

“Immortal Wang has made a move, personally coming out of seclusion, searching the world for you.” 

Cao Yusheng said quietly. 

Ever since they arrived in the Nine Heavens, they immediately heard this news. Wang Da was captured, 

causing Immortal Wang to set out. 

Jin Taijun and Wind Clans old ancestor also spoke out, denouncing these actions, supporting Wang 

Family. This was the news that began to circulate through the Nine Heavens. 

Shi Hao licked his lips, feeling a bit battle hungry. He wanted to size up the strength of other supreme 

beings, longing for a fight. 

“Wang Family, Jin Family, Wind Clan, which one of these have no one overseeing them? Or in other 

words, which one of them’s supreme beings left, no longer remaining in their clans?” Shi Hao asked. 

Even though he wanted to pay Jin Taijun a visit, if the other party didn’t have a supreme being 

overseeing the clan, then he was even more willing to pay his respects. 

He was quite interested in Jin Taijun’s divine medicine garden, longing for Wang Family’s scripture 

pavilion even more. He wanted to ‘drop by’, leave behind his own footprints. 

Dong! 

In the Nine Heavens, there were two ‘heavens’ that were linked together, now completely merging. 



There was no great earthquake like what was expected, no countless deaths, only a ripple of great death 

that hacked at all cultivators, making many people release great cries. 

Vaguely, everyone felt like they lost some things! 

An age without cultivation, the backlash of heaven and earth, it had finally arrived. 

Chapter 1823 - Death of Heaven’s Mandate 

An age without cultivation was starting to descend! 

As the two ‘heavens’ linked up together, an indescribable blade hacked through everyone, causing many 

cultivators to cry out, their bodies couldn’t help but tremble. It was as if they lost something. 

What was this? Many people raised their heads towards the sky, but then, they looked at their own 

hands, touching their flesh. What exactly did they lose? They couldn’t say for sure, but they just felt like 

there were some things that were now far from them. 

“Death of heaven’s mandate!” 

The little dog said, its small face dark, expression terrifyingly grave. The small fangs of its mouth were 

bared, shining and sparkling. It was incredibly serious as it stared towards the sky. 

“What does that mean?” Cao Yusheng was confused, starting to ask. 

“The backlash of the world has begun, the heaven’s mandate that has been bestowed upon all life has 

been reaped, cut through. It was just like I said before, everyone’s lifespans would quickly decline. Soon, 

when the Nine Heavens Ten Earths completely become one, some creatures would directly die from 

great age!” The little dog said. 

That day, all those who were cultivators sensed something, just that most of them didn’t know what 

happened, not knowing what they lost. 

Immortal Domain’s people, their higher levels naturally knew what happened. Their expressions were all 

serious, discussing amongst themselves. Now, more and more people were insisting on withdrawing. 

“The backlash is extremely terrifying. Once it touches upon the most critical moment, if my Immortal 

Domain’s gates aren’t shut, it will definitely become affected. The consequences of this aren’t 

something anyone can bear!” An elder said. 

“Go, we must immediately withdraw. There is no way of fighting the creatures of darkness anymore. I 

believe the higher levels are also going to withdraw, who dares stay here when the world is undergoing 

such great changes?” A middle-aged commander ordered, also partial towards staying far away from 

this place. 

In the various parts of the great continent, half of it was occupied by darkness. Today, their mysterious 

leaders were also gathering together, discussing things, sure enough also showing signs of withdrawing 

their troops. 

The rebound of the world, the arrival of an age without cultivation, this affected too much. 



“I can feel it, a portion of my lifespan has been severed. I need to head into the source of darkness to 

recover. This truly is frightening!” 

Some people spoke quietly, faint voices sounding from the darkness. It was extremely cold, and also 

extremely callous, not much emotional fluctuations involved. 

Similarly, among Immortal Domain’s cultivators, there were some who frowned, even individuals as 

powerful as them being affected. 

“We need to be nourished by immortal dao, only then can it be compensated!” An elder said with a light 

sigh. 

They sensed that the situation today was even more severe than they had imagined. They knew that the 

world was drying up, entering an age without cultivation, but they didn’t think it would be as frightening 

as today. 

What left them the most shocked was that as the world underwent intense changes, there was this 

sudden blade that hacked down on them, intangible, but it was brought down on all creatures! 

This was the mandate of heaven, it couldn’t be seen, yet it still truly existed, bestowed by the universe. 

Now, part of it had been reaped, or perhaps all of it was! 

Shi Hao sat there. He was also silently examining his body’s situation, not feeling any emotions. He 

calmed his mind, examining all of the changes that were taking place in his body. 

The blade of the world wasn’t something he could change. As a member of this heaven and earth, he 

couldn’t escape it. 

“Should we find a way to enter Immortal Domain?” Cao Yusheng said. They couldn’t remain in this place 

anymore, encountering the worst age. n𝑂𝑽ℯ-𝓵𝑩/In 

“Yes, we were indeed unlucky, coming here in the worst age. What is the most terrifying isn’t the 

ultimate result, but rather this process, it will be difficult to escape being cut down.” The little dog was 

also analyzing and examining everything, coming to this type of conclusion. 

This was even more terrifying than an age without cultivation. When one personally experienced this 

type of transformation, what they had to endure was even more severe, even more terrifying. 

“Immortal Domain is indeed a place where we can take shelter, but I will not go!” The little dog was 

extremely direct. Right now, that place was equivalent to a tiger’s den, a dragon’s pool. 

It had offended too many people. Forget about others, just that so-called human pet -- Hong Family’s 

old ancestor was already someone it couldn’t handle. Once he discovered it, he would definitely want to 

skin it alive. 

There was no need for doubt. At the true immortal domain, those people already had heaven reaching 

methods, not something the little dog could deal with anymore. 

“Just how many bad things did you do?” Even Shi Hao couldn’t help but ask. Could it be that it didn’t 

even have a few friends? 



“Sigh, all my friends are in this realm. I never swindle associates, friends, or relatives, so I could only 

cause trouble in Immortal Domain. In the end, all my friends on this side were killed, falling in Immortal 

Ancient’s last phase, there is already nothing to hope for.” The little dog sighed. 

“Your clan doesn’t have anyone else, or dao companions, something like that?” Cao Yusheng mocked it. 

“I rose up from an uncultivated land, achieved unmatched results from an ordinary flesh body, reigning 

sovereign with Immortal Kings, coexisting with the world, these are things my clansmen could not attain. 

Dao companion... when I was in Immortal Domain, back then, there was one who caught my eye, but we 

had a falling out, unable to seize her. Instead, she wanted to take me as a war pet, and thus, even fought 

with Without End Immortal King. If I appear now, if she were to find out...” When the little dog spoke up 

to here, it shrunk its neck, not daring to saying any more. 

Cao Yusheng stared blankly for a long time, and only afterwards did he say, “You really are a dog 

threatening based on its master’s power! You couldn’t forcefully seize that ordinary woman, suffering 

retribution.” 

“Bark! Do you even know how to speak properly?!” The little dog bared its fangs, barking out, throwing 

itself over. Even though it was only the size of a palm, it directly pressed itself onto Cao Yusheng, 

stepping on his face, baring its fangs. 

“Am I not speaking the truth?” 

“Truth my ass! That’s a heavenly talent, immortal domain’s exceptional expert, is that some ordinary 

woman? I was challenging authority, not submitting to force!” The little dog said self-righteously. 

In the Nine Heavens above, it wasn’t calm at all. All of the clans were panicking. An age without 

cultivation was coming, who wouldn’t be shocked? 

Right now, even long life families were running, withdrawing, wishing to enter Immortal Domain and 

escape this disaster. This was not a place they could stay in. 

In order to achieve this, they didn’t hesitate to pay any price, trying their best to curry favor with some 

great powers in Immortal Domain. 

For example, there were some long life inheritances that married their sect’s holy ladies to the young 

disciples of a true immortal family, no longer tending to their clans’ past requirements of their holy 

ladies to be incorruptible, cannot be married off to anyone. 

At the same time, their requirements of the true immortal clan’s young disciple wasn’t that high either, 

it’s fine even if they weren’t of the direct line of descent, fine as long as they could enter Immortal 

Domain through this sect. 

Shi Hao’s first target was Jin Family. After wandering about this place for two or three days, he already 

understood some circumstances. 

Jin Family was currently trying to get close to the original family in Immortal Domain, but the results 

were far from reassuring. Previously, there were some clues, but recently, the connection was broken 

again. 



Now, they had hopes of using the clan’s ancient scriptures as the primer, use this to exchange for some 

benefits from Immortal Domain. 

Apart from this, they also tried to contact the creatures of darkness, making preparations all around. 

“Jin Taijun, that old thing has come out!” 

Shi Hao had long restrained his aura. A streak of light flashed past his eyes. 

After a few days, he finally sensed that Jin Taijun was moving, about to leave Jin Clan. 

Previously, he had still thought that she would have left long ago, but in the end, he found that she still 

remained in the clan. 

Fortunately, they didn’t act rashly, not barging straight in, or else if Jin Taijun personally operated the 

clan’s exceptional formations, there might be great danger. 

A carriage rushed out from Jin Family, moving slowly, carrying wisps of chaotic energy. It was extremely 

hazy and indistinct. Nine Luan Birds pulled the carriage, their appearances like phoenixes, incredibly 

divine and heroic. 

The carriage was cast from bronze gold, carrying a feeling of passed history, great changes. This was a 

powerful precious emperor’s carriage that had experienced archaic great battles! 

Apart from this, the nine Luan Birds were also extremely strong, their feathers carrying metallic 

radiance, powerful, chilly, and intimidating. 

When a supreme being set out, there would be a great display of extravagance! 

One could see that even cultivators of the Self Release Realm were trembling in fear, not even 

individuals as powerful as them could handle the pressure of a supreme being, kneeling down. 

As for the others, there was even less of a need to talk about them, all of them laying weak on the 

ground. 

These were the people seeing her off, their expressions incomparably serious, respectfully sending Jin 

Taijun’s carriage into the distance. 

Shi Hao was in awe. There were no weak members among supreme beings after all, all of them people 

who crawled through a sea of blood, a mountain of corpses, ultimately achieving the dao. They were all 

outstanding figures among men, the very best since the archaic times. 

“Will we be able to break through their formations?” Shi Hao asked the little dog. 

“It is a bit tricky, this formation carries immortal dao aura. Even though it isn’t complete, much of my 

primordial spirit has scattered, now only retaining a portion of my past memories. If we forcefully try to 

break through the formation, the dangers are extremely great.” The little dog replied. 

This was their previous plan, to charge in once the supreme being left, completely loot their divine 

medicine garden. 



However now, there was trouble. Jin Family’s formation was more formidable than they had 

anticipated! 

Shi Hao’s eyes erupted with divine radiance. “If we can’t, then we’ll just charge straight in. I’ll intercept 

Jin Taijun, drag her back here!” 

This clan, Feng Clan, and others have all come into contact with the creatures of darkness, this was what 

Shi Hao secretly learned, so he didn’t feel any guilt in doing this. 

“We can give it a try!” The little dog actually agreed, having other bad intentions. 

Chapter 1824 - Intercepting a Supreme Being 

The carriage headed forward, primal chaos swirling about. This was the war chariot of a supreme being, 

carrying Jin Taijun as it set out. Nine Luan Birds pulled the carriage, an extremely great show of 

extravagance! 

Along the way, when creatures of different clans saw this, all of them showed great acts of respect. 

Many people knelt down, their expressions full of panic, bodies shaking in fear. 

It was because Jin Taijun seemed to be absent-minded, thinking about some matters, which was why 

her supreme being aura leaked out, making the experts along the way shudder all over. 

In the Nine Heavens above, this was an extreme expert that couldn’t be challenged. 

With just a thought from a supreme being, a Self Release Expert could be killed, all life ended. This level 

was already high up above, not something others could compare to.  

Of course, this was still in the Mortal Dao Domain, not approaching True Immortal Realm, a level that 

represented breaking through all disasters, completely achieving long life. 

Jin Taijun was hesitating, wondering just what she should do. Should she sell out some great interests to 

enter Immortal Domain, or should she just fully jump ship with the darkness, entering that dark world? 

Jin Family came from Immortal Domain, they had a foundation there. However, after endless years 

passed, the blue sea turned into mulberry fields. Their original family already migrated; things remained 

the same, but people have changed. 

Immortal Domain was extremely large and vast. There were some regions not even immortal kings could 

explore. 

Jin Family’s original family seemed to be avoiding a disaster of war, fleeing into a place others weren’t 

willing to step foot in. 

“There were some clues, but why did the trail suddenly turn cold after we came into contact?” Jin Taijun 

was inwardly vexed. 

If she had a choice, she wasn’t willing to step into the world of darkness, because a single mistake, and 

she wouldn’t be herself anymore, become corroded by darkness. 



This was despite the other side’s continuous reassurance that the world of darkness had methods, had 

the ability to ensure that Jin Family’s people would retain their memories of this world, that they could 

undergo a darkness rebirth. 

If this really could be achieved, then the benefits would be tremendous! Not only could they continue 

living, they would still be themselves, moreover carry out a darkness evolution, their cultivation levels 

becoming higher than before, advancing greatly! 

This was extremely enticing, but she still felt endless misgivings, fearing that the other side was tricking 

her. 

Right now, she wanted to head to a certain land, meet the people from a certain Immortal Domain true 

immortal family. Then, she would personally meet the darkness creatures on the way back! 

She was playing with fire. Jin Family was playing with fire. 

Shi Hao followed them from the distance, waiting for a chance. 

He was quite curious. The supreme being aura that came out from that carriage was extremely unstable, 

rising and falling. This was not normal! Could it be that Jin Taijun’s emotions were unstable, that she was 

absent-minded? 

“I am preparing to take action, this is a rare opportunity!” Shi Hao said. 

The little dog’s entire body shone. Even though a large portion of its cultivation had been severed, it was 

still not something ordinary creatures could compare with. It protected Cao Yusheng, withdrawing into 

the distance. 

Shi Hao took a deep breath. Then, he silently drew the Everlasting Sword Core. In the end, a streak of 

immortal radiance was drawn out, one sword heading west, man and blade becoming one, entering the 

sky dome, stabbing towards the emperor carriage. 

It really was just too fast, impossible for one to react in time! 

For the sake of displaying this attack, he didn’t hold back at all. True Phoenix wings, Kun Peng wings, 

lightning wings, all of it appeared, merging together, crossing countless li with just a single movement. 

Shi Hao stabbed towards the sky dome, entering the carriage! 

This war chariot was extremely sturdy and extraordinary, a powerful defensive magical artifact. Right 

now, radiance erupted, symbols covering everything, exceptionally brilliant. 

However, the Everlasting Sword Core was extraordinary, the materials special. After Shi Hao supported 

it, its power became astonishing. 

This was especially the case when what he used right now was the Grass Symbol Sword Art. Sword 

energy split the heavens, gushing out from the Everlasting Sword Core. The sword intent was 

unimaginable, just too terrifying. 

Ka! 



The carriage immediately exploded, crushed on the spot. A sword cut through the air, divine radiance 

appearing in endless streaks, chaotic energy surging. This sword’s power was too great, cutting through 

everything. 

Jin Taijun was startled. When killing intent attacked from the rear, she quickly made a reaction, not 

turning around, but instead shifting sideways, moreover flying forward. 

As she evaded, heaven and earth collapsed. This was the result of her supreme being physique, crushing 

all things, this alone enough to prove just how powerful creatures of this cultivation realm were. 

However, how could Shi Hao be that easy to avoid? He carried the intent to kill, his magical force 

activated to its fullest, his dao skills all operated to the extreme. 

Sword energy surged, Grass Symbol Sword Art erupting, sweeping through the world. Boundless sword 

intent surrounded the sky dome, killing intent radiance hiding the sky and covering the earth, ever-

present, impossible to escape from. 

However, rarely did supreme beings die from surprise attacks in this world. Their divine awareness was 

sharp. Jin Taijun retaliated crazily, doing everything she could to evade and resist. 

Pu pu pu! 

During this process, the nine Luan Birds exploded one after the other. Even though their cultivation 

levels were quite high, personally experiencing Jin Taijun’s baptism, it still wasn’t enough. 

In a battle between supreme beings, creatures of other cultivation levels couldn’t retaliate at all. They 

would immediately explode, turn into bloody mist, body and spirit wiped out. 

This was not a battle of the same order of magnitude at all. 

In reality, there were no other creatures nearby. Jin Taijun’s escorts and servants, all of them turned into 

dust under this type of domain, no way they could survive. This place was completely cleaned out! 

Jin Taijun’s mind was shaking. In the Nine Heavens, who dared take action against her, who could take 

action against her? 

She immediately realized that news of Jin Family coming into contact with the creatures of darkness 

might have leaked out, that Immortal Domain might have sent people to assassinate her. Otherwise, 

why would it be like this? 

Or perhaps it was the creatures of darkness who realized that she might have cast her lots with 

Immortal Domain again, and that was why they sent out an expert to teach her a lesson? 

Pu! 

Jin Taijun’s back was dyed in blood, pierced through by a streak of sword radiance, becoming injured. 

From start until now, she was always in an extremely passive situation, unable to turn around at all. 

The main thing was that she thought too much, overly suspicious of everyone, causing her to be 

distracted, unable to display exceptional fighting strength. 

Chi! 



She remained extremely cautious, not fighting to the death. She actually turned into a streak of divine 

light, about to escape. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao displayed his might, activating a great method. He used the true Eight Nine Heavens Art, the 

unmatched great method of the Chaos Demonic Ape bloodline, attacking with world-shocking berserk 

force. 

When Shi Hao’s fist smashed outwards, heaven and earth erupted, this entire void becoming crushed, 

exploding. Primal chaos surged, as if a whole world was being established. 

This was the most powerful attack Shi Hao released. His spiritual energy rose to deal with this situation. 

With a peng sound, Jin Taijun released a miserable scream, her body flying out, a small half exploding. It 

was extremely bloody, her figure immediately crashing into the limits of the horizon. 

It was just too easy. Shi Hao was shocked. The other person actually didn’t turn around to fight, 

completely focused on running. 

The older one became, the smaller their courage. This Jin Taijun actually escaped. 

Honglong! Shi Hao gave chase, gathering endless divine might, chasing after her. If others saw this, they 

would definitely be shocked. He was actually chasing down a supreme being! 

Jin Taijun had already been well-known for too long. Even though her age was great, body declining, she 

was still not something others could compare to. Her magical force was vigorous, fighting strength 

exceptional. 

With a sou noise, Jin Taijun’s figure vanished, entering the void. 

“Go, hurry and head to Jin Family. It is likely the clan’s receiving great formation that has displayed its 

use, dragging her back. She really is fearful of death!” The little dog said. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, bringing the little dog and Cao Yusheng with him, quickly leaving. 

Jin Family had a great formation that protected the clan. This formation had another use, which was 

that it could guide Jin Taijun back from other regions. 

With a putong noise, Jin Taijun fell on the ground, entire body covered in blood, half of it ruined, truly 

leaving everyone from Jin Family horrified. The old ancestor was actually like this, injured to this state. 

In almost an instant, Shi Hao and the others hurried over. 

It was because the emperor carriage had just brought Jin Taijun away, not leaving the Nine Heavens yet. 

With Shi Hao’s supreme being speed, he could naturally hurry over with extreme speed. 

“Wu, I’ve gained some insights. Charge inside and follow her, add chaos to her panic, this way, I can fully 

understand this formation.” The little dog said. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything else. He condensed the sword art, displaying unmatched sword intent, 

directly slaughtering his way over. Who could stop him? 



Even if it was a long life family, they couldn’t do it anymore now. Unless they activated the clan 

protecting great formation, or if Jin Taijun personally took action, no one else could stop Shi Hao’s 

advance. 

Pu! 

When a Self Release Realm expert’s head flew, body and spirit started to explode, everyone played their 

part, falling weakly onto the ground, shaking all over. 

Shi Hao charged into the formation, heading straight for Jin Taijun. 

“Colluding with the creatures of darkness, do you understand your sins?!” Shi Hao roared. 

Jin Taijun who had just fled back panicked even more, rushing inside, wishing to reach the center of the 

formation and control it, stay as far away from the terrifying assassin behind her as possible. 

Shi Hao’s words were extremely effective. Jin Taijun was completely exposed, becoming flustered. 

“Her gait is exposing the secrets, I understand part of this formation’s secrets!” The little dog said. It 

stared at the path she took, all the while giving pointers to Shi Hao for how he should proceed. 

In the past, Jin Taijun was high up above, looking down on the Little Stone. If not for Great Elder’s 

protection, he would have long been crushed under her finger. 

Despite this being the case, in the end, it was still under Jin Taijun’s urge that Shi Hao was sent out of 

Imperial Pass, handed over to the other side. He experienced endless dangers, almost dying in the other 

side. 

Back then, for the sake of getting rid of Shi Hao, she didn’t hesitate to give up her supreme being dignity, 

doing this type of thing. 

She never would have thought that this youngster would rise up so quickly, now charging into Jin Family 

with a sword in hand, coming to kill her. 

This matter was definitely going to shake up the Nine Heavens, the great long life families were all going 

to shiver in fear! 

Chapter 1825 - Plundering Jin Family 

A supreme being slaughtered his way over, charging into Jin Family, this was truly shocking. The entire 

Nine Heavens was going to be shaken up because of this! 

Jin Taijun achieved the dao before the archaic times, extremely well-known, yet she was being chased 

down, her hair completely disheveled, entire body covered in blood, in a sorry state as she fled for her 

life. 

She really was losing her head, believing that news of her collusion with the creatures of darkness had 

been exposed, now unable to tend to anything else, heading straight for the family’s deepest parts to 

preserve her own life. 

Along the way, no one stopped them, because under the release of supreme being auras, everyone was 

shivering in fear, kneeling on the ground, unable to raise their heads.  



There were some people who forcefully got up to resist, but in the end, their bodies cracked apart, then 

completely exploded, body and spirits erased. 

Cao Yusheng saw this clearly, all of his fine hairs standing on end. This was the first time he realized just 

how terrifying supreme beings were. Right now, the distance between himself and his old friend was 

just too great. Even if Shi Hao didn’t take action, the aura he released was enough to crush everything! 

The reason why Cao Yusheng was completely unaffected was still mainly because of that little dog’s 

protection. 

Along the way, essence energy surged, strange rocks were arranged all around. 

“Collect!” Shi Hao saw a palace, the inside full of stones, some of them releasing divine multicolored 

light, some flowing with chaotic energy, all of them extremely special. 

“They are all rare treasures, within them Primal Chaos Stone pieces, World Stone fragments, and 

others!” The little dog said, already about to drool. 

These were all things that, regardless of whether it was the refining of armors and weapons, or even 

arranging formations, were core materials. Just the World Stone fragments alone were enough to move 

even true immortals’ hearts. 

Normally, if one wanted to come here, it was just too hard. This was already Jin Family’s important 

place, protected by great formations. However, now, because Jin Taijun really was losing her head, 

fleeing frantically, it was basically the same as showing outsiders the way in. 

Medicine garden? 

Up ahead, there was a rich fragrance, an orchard appearing, all of them divine fruit trees. There were 

glistening golden peaches, bright red vermilion fruits, sparkling purple qilin fruits. 

This orchard was not simple, having some half divine fruits. In the outside world, they were all 

shockingly precious medicinal fruits. 

There was nothing left to say. With a bark, the little dog pounced out, immediately feasting on some 

fruits. 

This type of half divine trees were definitely not high yielding types, every single tree only having a few 

fruits. 

When Cao Yusheng saw this, he immediately threw them into his mouth as well, fighting over them. 

Shi Hao was extremely fierce, uprooting this entire orchard and collecting it into a spatial magical 

artifact. It was because this type of trees couldn’t be nurtured without proper earth. 

He pulled everything up just like that, basically looting Jin Family’s backing. 

Long life families were powerful because of all different aspects, they had all types of accumulation. 

These divine fruit trees were naturally one part of it. 



“Where is the divine medicine garden?” The little dog was looking around, Shi Hao was also searching, 

because this was what he truly wanted. Even in Immortal Domain, they could still be considered rare 

great medicines. 

Jin Family’s people were simply about to cry. They understood clearly what was going on, these were 

simply bandits! They seized whatever they saw along the way, cleaning them out. 

It was to the extent where they didn’t even let palaces go, just pulling them straight up. 

However, what could they do? They were powerless to stop this. All of them were kneeling on the 

ground, their bodies trembling, not even daring to raise their heads. They weren’t even able to see what 

these robbers looked like. 

“Hateful, this palace is made from jade, but it’s actually just... a bathroom! Even long life families need 

these types of things?!” Cao Yusheng swore, almost directly erupting into curses. 

He fought with the little dog, at the same time, copying Shi Hao, also collecting everything he saw, 

uprooting even the palaces. In the end, he never expected this white jade building to be a restroom. 

Shi Hao was speechless, really not knowing what to say. 

“That’s something prepared for little kids!” The little dog bared its fangs, revealing a look of disdain. 

In the distance, those people kneeling on the ground really were crying. Just where did these robbers 

come from, not even letting their bathrooms go. What was even going to remain afterwards? 

They had a feeling that wherever these robbers passed, everything would be completely looted, not 

even leaving anything behind! 

After all these years, it was always Jin Family that acted powerfully. Which clan wouldn’t bow down 

wherever they passed? If they saw a treasure they liked in another clan, soon afterwards, it would be 

offered up respectfully. 

Yet today, they became victims. A supreme being came to attack, clearly just to loot them, plunder 

everything in their clan. 

The most terrifying thing was that their clan’s pillar -- Jin Taijun, was actually fleeing, not resisting this 

person, her body covered in blood. This made all of Jin Family’s clansmen’s hearts go cold. 

Hong! 

The earth shook greatly, because there were some palaces that had formations, triggering great 

disorder. However, these formations weren’t clan protecting great formations, so they couldn’t do much 

to supreme being level experts. 

“Jin Taijun, where do you think you are going? After colluding with the creatures of darkness, I represent 

Immortal Domain in capturing and killing you.” Shi Hao shouted from the back. 

While charging forward, he entered the very depths of Jin Family. 

“Yi, it’s a stalk of divine medicine!” 



This was a restricted area. There were low mountains with rising purple energy, ancient caves where 

white mist was pervading the air, as well as some palaces; it was like a wonderland. 

They saw a stalk of medicine that rushed into the ground with a sou sound, escaping. 

“Collect!” 

However, this area was sealed. Even though the divine medicine’s escape techniques were astonishing, 

it still couldn’t leave this region. With a wave of Shi Hao’s hand, it was forcibly pulled out of the earth. 

This was a divine level old ginseng, faint golden in color, sparkling and brilliant. It was like a small sun in 

his hand, illuminating an expanse in the void. 

Its roots were thick, half a person in height, making one feel like they were looking at an elder. 

“Even though this thing looks fragrant and sweet, I’m a bit unwilling to just eat it.” Cao Yusheng smacked 

his lips. 

The little dog rushed over, its skin thick, saying extremely shamelessly, “Let me take a look. It’s probably 

just a big radish, right?” 

It had a harmless look on its face, but it suddenly revealed a mouthful of snow-white fangs, throwing 

itself over, wishing to fight over it, yet it was then directly pushed to the side by the already prepared 

Shi Hao. 

This medicine definitely couldn’t be eaten directly, but in the future, they could extract some juices, use 

it to refine medicine. 

This was a great harvest. Was this Jin Family’s divine medicine garden? 

“The divine medicines are all scattered about, it seems like even Jin Family only has a few stalks, this 

courtyard only has a single old ginseng!” Shi Hao suspected. 

Right now, Jin Taijun’s eyes were deep and cold. She now recovered a bit from her daze, realizing that 

she was too flustered, actually guiding her enemy in how to break the formation, provoking a huge 

disaster. 

“Go to hell!” She released a shout, suddenly stopping, activating the formation, wishing to use this to 

refine away Shi Hao and the others. 

Hong! 

They’ve already gone this far. Shi Hao rushed forward fiercely, slaughtering his way over. Under the help 

of the little dog, the formation was continuously suppressed, allowing them to get close. 

“Kill!” 

It was extremely intense. In the blink of an eye, Shi Hao used the Grass Symbol Sword Art, hacking out 

with countless streaks of sword energy, submerging the heavens! 



Jin Taijun was endlessly bewildered. This person’s sword art was too powerful! Could it be that he really 

came from Immortal Domain? It was because now, in the Nine Heavens, no one grasped this type of 

sword art. 

Moreover, the Nine Heavens’ supreme beings were limited. If anyone took action against her, she would 

be able to immediately recognize them. 

A wave of coldness rose within her. The matters of Wang Da being captured had been heard by her. Was 

it this person who now came after her? Just what kind of background did he have? 

Chi! 

That day, the clans of the Nine Heavens were all shocked, because they saw sword energy shaking the 

heavens where Jin Family was. It was too horrifying, piercing through the sky dome, hacking down many 

great stars! 

Pu. 

Jin Taijun found it hard to calm down, thinking about too many things, and as a result had her body 

pierced by a streak of scarlet multicolored light from Shi Hao. 

“What?” She shivered inwardly. Why was there one streak of sword energy among these that was 

special, impossible to defend against? It pierced through her palm and fingers, into her body, delivering 

a serious injury. 

This was a streak of light that Shi Hao obtained from heavenly tribulation, something that came with the 

lightning pool. It was the streak of essence that remained from the Immortal Killing Guillotine, seized by 

him. 

This thing was extremely terrifying! 

“Ah...” Jin Taijun released a low roar, her head of hair flying about in chaos. Her entire body’s aura 

surged, now truly angered. Now that they were going all out, her power was displayed. 

The main thing was that she was standing at the center of Jin Family, grasping an extremely great 

formation. 

Chi chi chi! 

Streak after streak of immortal energy surged, carrying a terrifying aura. This was the ruined formation 

of an immortal. 

“Break!” 

The little dog shouted. It activated many formation banners, wishing to break down this formation. 

Kill! 

Shi Hao released a great roar. He was like a demon king, his head of hair flying about chaotically. He 

used the Chaos Demonic Ape bloodline’s extreme art, his magical projection surging, filling the world. 



He towered into the clouds, able to grab the moon with a raise of his hand. Behind him, a violent ape 

could vaguely be made out, omnipotent, about to destroy the universe. 

His large hand grabbed outwards, wishing to flatten Jin Family’s ancient land! 

“Something doesn’t seem quite right. This formation has a ruined spirit, like the vessel spirit of a 

weapon, it has something similar!” The little dog shouted. 

This was what Jin Family relied on. Once the great formation revived and the ruined spirit supported it, 

it would be extremely terrifying. 

“I can only stall for a bit, buy us enough time to escape.” The little dog shouted. 

Hu! 

Great winds roared. Shi Hao slaughtered his way over, his giant palm crushing countless places in Jin 

Family’s ancient land, making rubble rush into the heavens. The great palaces all collapsed. 

This was still the result of being protected by formations, or else they would definitely all turn to ashes. 

This place was different after all, a ring able to hold a mountain. The limited ancient land actually 

became as boundless as the heavens, able to hold Shi Hao’s magical projection, this place becoming 

increasingly spacious. 

It was as if they arrived at an ancient battlefield! 

This was the result of JIn Family’s great formation displaying its use. 

Shi Hao walked forward, attacking fiercely. With a honglong noise, he displayed the Six Dao 

Reincarnations Heavenly Art. In that instant, there really were six dao that circulated, magical force 

matchless. 

Previously, half of Jin Taijun’s body was already gone, losing too much supreme being blood. She was 

seriously injured from the start of the battle, so now, she found it harder and harder to keep up. 

With a pu sound, she coughed out large mouthfuls of blood while resisting. 

Shi Hao displayed the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art. It was as if a crazy wind swept past. Jin 

Taijun’s head actually flew out, her body crushed by the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art. 

“Did you succeed?” Cao Yusheng was excited. 

“Hurry and leave!” The little dog shouted. They were at a critical point, if they still didn’t go, then the 

formation supported by the ruined spirit would completely submerge them, forever burying them here. 

Chapter 1826 - Chaotic Situation 

“Who are you, who... are you?!” Jin Taijun roared in fury. She really found this too hard to accept. 

It was because she was left in too sully of a state today, intercepted on the way here, and then even 

chased into her official residence. Even though she had the protection of formations, she still suffered 

such serious injuries. 



She already sensed that everything that happened today was because of her own guilty conscience, that 

she lost her composure. This person was most likely not an enforcer from Immortal Domain. 

If he was, then he could come in a powerful and upright manner, there was no need to mislead her, 

distract her. 

After all these years of battles, just how many times had she been in this sorry of a state? 

When she thought back, from the archaic times until now, perhaps only before she fully matured, as 

well as when she fought in Desolate Border’s great battle, did she encounter this type of life and death 

danger. 

Today, an unknown opponent made all types of suggestions, misleading her, distracting her, causing her 

to suffer so miserably. It truly was vexing! 

At the crucial point, she already sensed that even though this opponent was at the Supreme Being 

Realm, there were some issues, not too stable. Moreover, he should still be extremely young. She could 

feel an an exuberant life aura. 

This made her feel more and more humiliated. This was a new supreme being? Yet he actually made her 

run for her life like this! 

It really was too humiliating. Against a newcomer, she could just turn around, slaughter her way over, 

just cut him down. 

“Heh!” Shi Hao sneered. 

Currently, he grasped the Chaos Demonic Ape Race’s great method, proficient in the Eight Nine Heavens 

Mysterious Technique, Seventy-Two Transformations reaching perfection, concealing his true self, not 

even Heavenly Eyes able to see through him. 

“Who are you? You are actually proficient in the Six Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art!” Jin Taijun roared, 

staring into his eyes, wishing to see through his soul. 

She felt like this person was a bit familiar. Those clear eyes made her feel uneasy, making her feel hard-

pressed, driving her furious, carrying ridicule. 

This was especially the case with Shi Hao’s smile, which carried a type of indescribable implication, 

making her mind tremble. This type of vague feeling felt more and more real. 

“Impossible!”  

Jin Taijun’s head shook greatly, blood gushing out from her broken neck. She was frightened by her own 

thoughts, because... she felt like this seemed like that brat from back then. 

Even though she couldn’t see the truth, blocked by the body protection symbols, those eyes were just 

too similar. 

“Huang?!” Her mind trembled, even herself feeling like this was inconceivable. Wasn’t he crippled? How 

could he still stick it through after suffering from the Immortal Killing Curse? 



Thirty years passed, the past youngster should already be a normal commoner, perhaps even already 

one with the yellow earth! 

Only, it was too similar! Those eyes seemed to belong to the same person! 

Were there even creatures who achieved the dao in a few decades? There weren’t, it was impossible! 

She forcefully shook her head, immediately rejecting this notion. 

In this great era, there were no supreme being under five hundred years of age. This was a taboo 

dividing line, no one had ever crossed it before. Huang was crippled, how could he go against this type 

of forbidden domain, achieving the dao? 

However, why were those eyes so similar? 

Chi! 

A streak of sword radiance hacked over. Grass Symbol Sword Art, sword dao unmatched, unstoppable, 

simply about to destroy the great universe! 

Among them, there was still a streak of scarlet multicolored radiance that was supported, the essence 

left behind by the Immortal Killing Guillotine. However, it was avoided by Jin Taijun, she felt great 

restraining fear towards that red radiance. 

However, the Grass Symbol Sword Art was strange, incomparably vicious. It erupted in the void, stalk 

after stalk of grass appearing in the void, taking root in the sky dome. Every single stalk had nine blade 

leaves that moved about. Sword energy erupted in millions and millions of streaks, rumbling with noise 

like an endless waterfall, pouring down from the heavens. 

This type of scene was too terrifying, hacking through all things! 

“We’re leaving!” The little dog roared, screaming out with everything it had. If they didn’t leave now, 

then the formation’s ruined spirit would support the great formation. 

All of this happened in the time it took for sparks to fly off a flint. 

Now, there was no time left. 

Shi Hao narrowed his eyes. He saw blood radiance erupting, saw Jin Taijun’s head split open. The 

endless heavy sword energy crashed down like a primal chaos waterfall, pouring down from above, 

crushing everything. 

However, he also released a sigh. Cutting down the primordial spirit in that skull didn’t seem too likely. 

Sou sou sou! 

Shi Hao followed behind the little dog, disappearing in the blink of an eye, rushing out of Jin Family, 

disappearing into the limits of the horizon. 

In the back, immortal light overflowed, auspicious multicolored light appearing in endless streaks, 

shattering heaven and earth. It swept through endless mountains and rivers, but didn’t land on their 

bodies. 



“Is it him, is it really him?!” 

Within Jin Family’s central ancient land, there was a cracked skull that released radiance. Jin Taijun’s 

primordial spirit left its shell, muttering there. She was truly shocked. 

She felt more and more like that was Huang. However, it just didn’t make sense, how could it be him?! 

She entered a state of confusion. In the end, she broke out into a cold shiver. If it was that youngster, 

then things were a lot more troublesome. 

Just how old was he? In the world of cultivation, he was just too young. However, he already achieved 

so much, just how ridiculous would he become in the future? Who could stop him? 

If he was given some more time, even in Immortal Domain, this youngster would stir up a great storm! 

A commotion erupted in the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. 

Now, Immortal Domain’s people were discussing their withdrawal, and most people agreed. 

However, this also triggered a crisis, because all those who had previously came into contact with the 

creatures of darkness couldn’t return to Immortal Domain. 

This left many people in fear. They were full of unwillingness, thus protesting, becoming noisy. 

The inauspicious definitely couldn’t be brought back to Immortal Domain. The disaster absolutely could 

not appear in that pure land. 

These were the rules. In the last great era, there were great senior figures, well-known exceptional 

experts who, because they fought year-round against creatures of darkness, were contaminated by 

darkness aura, thus despite being great figures, still ultimately couldn’t return to Immortal Domain. 

The Nine Heavens’ restricted regions, some of them had this type of background! 

“No, we have to return!” Some people roared out, simply about to rebel. 

Unfortunately, the attitude of the higher levels was too firm. Most people could return, but those who 

had came into contact with the creatures of darkness for too long, clearly having a darkness aura to 

them, had to stay behind. 

It was to the extent where they even made some arrangements for these people so they could enter 

some restricted regions. 

It was rumored that those were the homes of Heaven’s Pride existences who previously came from 

Immortal Domain, these places well-known and powerful! 

“After remaining quiet for so many years, is there still any life left in the restricted regions?” 

“We might just be throwing our lives away by going there. It is rumored that those who entered have 

never came back out alive!” 

... 

The situation was a bit chaotic. 



In reality, regardless of whether it was the Nine Heavens or the Ten Earths, they were all like this. All 

powers were in disorder, long life families unable to remain calm. 

Shi Hao cut down Jin Taijun, news of this only began to spread, not known by all. Otherwise, the chaos 

would be even greater. 

Right now, there was a distinguished gathering in Immeasurable Heaven, known as a gathering of 

geniuses. 

The current situation was terrifying, an age without cultivation about to descend, so Immortal Domain’s 

cultivators were all scared, wishing to withdraw. The creatures of darkness didn’t wish to fight head-on 

either, wishing to withdraw, so there were naturally some clan elites from the Nine Heavens that were 

indecisive. 

They were all trying to find a way to leave this world. 

The distinguished meeting this time could be considered the final farewell of this generation’s most 

powerful. It was because the paths of the various clans were all different. 

Of course, this was also a meeting of exchange, seeing the choices others made, where the various 

families were headed. 

“Did you all hear, Ten Crown King who had remained in seclusion for many years has come out, about to 

participate in this gathering. It is rumored that from today forth, he would head straight into Immortal 

Domain!” 

“I heard that the Dual Pupils Shi Yi has also been chosen by Immortal Domain, going to become the 

direct inheritor of a powerful ancient sect!” 

“Sigh, there is no lack of paths for geniuses. The most stunning people are destined to be chosen!” 

... 

Along the way, Shi Hao heard all types of rumors. He was extremely interested. 

Thirty years passed, how were those old friends doing? 

“The final distinguished meeting of this great era, those people represent the very peak of this 

generation. Even Great Xu Tuo, Lan Xian, Tuogu Yulong, all of them are going to appear.” 

“Will people like us be able to go?” 

“Even though we are powerful figures in our region, in this generation, we aren’t part of the most 

powerful group. We’ll just take a look outside.” 

Along the way, all types of news spread. 

Many people were discussing, looking forward to this, but also feeling regret. 

The greater situation was worsening, many Heaven’s Prides were going to stay far from this earth, enter 

Immortal Domain. This was going to be the final distinguished gathering. 



“Fairy Wang Xi will appear. Even though I admire her, I don’t even have the qualifications to associate 

with her.” 

“Wang Xi is no longer Wang Family’s most important inheritor, Wang Shi has appeared. He is known to 

be unmatched under heaven, peerless. He will most likely head there, so Fairy Wang Xi’s brilliance will 

definitely wane in comparison.” 

“Jin Zhan is also going. Have he and Wang Xi become dao companions yet? I seem to have heard that 

some circumstances have appeared in Jin Family.” 

The cultivators of various lands were discussing this. 

The main thing was that the gathering of geniuses this time carried special meaning, the glory of this 

great era about to come to a close, decline. These people were going their separate ways, possibly never 

meeting again. 

There were some people who released sighs, discussing and mentioning many people. They were all the 

heroic talents of this world. 

“I heard that the holy ladies of Heaven Mending Sect have returned to being one, becoming stunning 

and exceptional, terrifyingly powerful!” 

“Sky Severing Sect’s witch isn’t simple either!” 

Shi Hao quietly listened to it all, his gains not small, learning some information about some of his old 

friends. 

Cao Yusheng’s eyes became brilliant, rubbing his hands and saying, “We should also go, it’s already 

about time to return. We haven’t come out in thirty years, it should be time for others to know that 

Sovereign Cao has returned! If we are talking about who is the number one hero under the sky, then I’ll 

have to just show everyone who they’re messing with!” 

“If you want to achieve the dao, you should just wait another five hundred years!” The little dog said 

ruthlessly, directly beating him down. 

Chapter 1827 - Mount Xumi 

“Who is the greatest hero under the sky? It’s me, Great Sovereign Cao!” Cao Yusheng was full of 

confidence, shouting loudly. 

Bark! 

As a result, he was directly knocked to the ground by a palm-sized little dog, his face even stepped on, 

unable to get back up. The little dog stepped on his cheek, barking continuously. 

“Already so big, but he is being pressed to the ground by a little dog, moreover had the nerve to shout 

like this. It really is embarrassing!” 

“What great sovereign? You can’t even defeat that dog, bullied like this, truly trash. Can you not make 

so much noise?” 



Along the way, the pedestrians were shocked. When they saw this scene, they all curled their lips, 

purposely mocking and ridiculing Cao Yusheng. 

“Yi, why do I feel like things are a bit strange? Did you all hear, when Wang Da was captured, there was 

a little dog that participated in that event.” 

There were quite a few people along the way, all of them hurrying towards Xumi Mountain, this sacred 

land. 

Xumi Mountain was a sacred land of the ancient monk bloodline. However, unfortunately, because of a 

battle, Xumi Mountain was beaten into ruin, the peak sinking into primal chaos, not appearing again. 

Now, there were only some skeletal remains, as well as a giant broken mountain. 

It was rumored that Xumi Mountain towered into outer space before, surrounded by the sun, moon, 

and stars, vast beyond compare. It was the fourth great peak in the world, imperishable throughout the 

ages, many divine medicines planted on it. 

Apart from this, on the mountain peak, there were immortal herbs and buddha trees, as well as the 

well-known Bodhi Immortal Tree, a type of unmatched long life medicine. 

Unfortunately, as the years passed, the past glory perished. The ancient monk bloodline also declined 

after Immortal Ancient’s battle, to the extent where it disappeared. 

The so-called glory and so-called long life were relative. When a true great disaster descended, there 

weren’t many who could ensure eternal survival. 

There weren’t any obstructions along the way. Shi Hao’s group approached Xumi Mountain’s remains. 

Along the way, the ancient mountain towered, extending out continuously. One could imagine just how 

beautiful and gorgeous this place used to be, there were wisps of extraordinary aura even now. 

Most of the mountains were broken, having experienced great battles. The great mountain peaks were 

all flattened, only half of their once magnificent bodies remaining. 

Old vines stretched across, some shockingly thick, those as thick as buckets commonly seen. Crude 

houses could also be seen, scattered around the mountain ridge. Spiritual energy pervaded the air. 

As they went deeper, the plant life was no longer as luxuriant, some ancient lands exposed. There were 

many remains and broken buildings covering the mountains, the debris shining. 

The ancient monk bloodline’s bricks, tiles, and other things were all quite special. There were silver 

bricked monasteries and golden tiled temples, all of them sacred buildings, immortal monks even seated 

within them before. Unfortunately, everything had long become smoke. 

That battle destroyed everything in the world. 

Even the glorious ancient sects were overthrown. Back then, the unmatched Immortal Monk King was 

known to have an Unbreakable Golden Body, able to directly face Shutuo and Anlan, these people, yet in 

the end, his golden body was still struck through. 



That day, the Zhang Six Golden Body collapsed. Xumi Mountain thus fractured, the peaks disappearing, 

thus becoming a thing of the past. 

That day, monk blood dyed the heavens, six dao weeping, the world in grief. 

The past battle shocked the heaven and earth, with even supernatural beings sobbing. The ancient 

monk’s divine abilities were fully revealed, the country within the palm, buddha lives in the future, what 

imperishable monk, all of it was displayed, the world slaughtered to a scarlet red. 

However, defeat was still defeat in the end. This place became ruins, becoming a relic of the past. 

It was like a reincarnation. In the end, the day would come when there will be another great battle. The 

great confrontation will arrive, the world ravagedby flames, shouts of killing shaking the skies, those 

involved not limited to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, but also from the worlds of the heavens. 

There were legends stating that Xumi Mountain would return in the future, that the buddha would be 

reborn through flames from the ruins, participate in the great showdown, carry out a final battle. 

“This place really is big. In the past, just how many people were there in this inheritance?” Cao Yusheng 

was speechless. 

It had already been quite some time since they first stepped into this place, too many temple traces 

along the way. As a whole, this place really was just too vast and boundless. 

“In the past, this was a buddha country, all of the residents monks. There were millions and millions of 

creatures, all of them believing in Immortal Monk King, consecrating the Zhang Six Golden Body in the 

temple.” The little dog sighed with admiration, its expression complicated, recalling some matters of the 

past. 

“What can you remember?” Shi Hao asked. 

The little dog smacked its lips, saying, “Sigh, in the past, Immortal Monk King had a Buddha Lotus 

growing in that Virtue Pond over there, the lotus seeds really were just too delicious.” 

Shi Hao was completely speechless. 

Cao Yusheng was also dumbstruck.  

They originally thought that it was being sentimental, feeling some grief, but who would have thought 

that it was just missing the Buddha Lotus in that Virtue Pond, still thinking about it! 

“This stupid dog, you really do have the heart of a wolf and lungs of a dog!” Cao Yusheng mumbled 

under his breath. 

They arrived at Xumi Mountain. This was the main body, extremely tall and grand, but it was rumored to 

only be a broken mountain. 

In Shi Hao and Cao Yusheng’s eyes, this was even more like a giant highland, just too vast. It was many 

times greater than many mountain bodies merged together. 



In reality, it was rumored that because of the changes that were happening in heaven and earth, 

Immortal Monk King displaying his methods, this place rapidly shrunk. Otherwise, it would be even 

greater in size! 

The broken mountain, or perhaps it could be called a highland, was gray-colored. There were rocks piled 

up in the surroundings, the precipice extremely great. 

Nearby, plant life was sparse, only a bit of greenery. They were all ancient trees, mutated species that 

were incredibly upright and strong, winding about like old dragons here. 

However, the broken mountaintop was instead green and lush, extremely dense like a green carpet. It 

was laid over the mountaintop, some strange flowers also growing on it, releasing their fragrance. 

Even after many years passed, this place becoming ruins, it was still extraordinary. 

Vaguely, they seemed to be able to hear scripture sounds, the chanting sounds faintly discernible, 

transmitting from the void. This was also precisely the reason why no one was willing to establish a sect 

here, because if they established a sect here, the occasional scripture sounds would distract them, easily 

sway them from their beliefs. 

Ding ding dong dong... 

Zither music could be heard, the sounds like those of a clear spring. They flowed along the limestone 

under the moonlight, scattering down the cliffs and onto green bamboo, clear and beautiful. 

That place was like something out of a dream, immortal mist swirling about. There was a woman playing 

the zither, her appearance extremely beautiful, seated on a jade table. Her fingers seemed to be 

dancing, playing a beautiful song. 

In the surroundings, there were hundreds and thousands of birds flying about, circling about, no lack of 

Luan Birds and other divine birds among them. 

“Worthy of being Princess Yao Yue, this song has moved my dao heart, full of immortal charm, pure and 

free from vulgarity.” Someone said with a sigh of admiration. 

The one who was playing the zither was precisely Princess Yao Yue from a long life imperial court. The 

zither music was beautiful, carrying great dao charm, affecting the surrounding people, all types of 

auspicious birds coming to enjoy themselves. 

“Ten Crown King has come!” 

Someone cried out in alarm, seeing a man approach from the void with powerful movements, heroic 

and imposing might, ascending the broken Xumi Mountain. 

This was a heroic figure who had participated in Desolate Border’s great battle, someone who dared 

compete with the other side’s Emperor Clans, one of the past Prides of Heaven! 

His appearance naturally triggered quite the commotion. Many people looked over, their attention 

drawn. 

In the distance, Cao Yusheng and the others stopped, seeing a sign. 



Bark! The little dog immediately bared its fangs, becoming completely upset. 

“Who was the one who wrote this?” It glared out. 

“Don’t provoke trouble.” Shi Hao stopped it. 

Even from far away, they could see a sign, on it written: ‘Creatures of darkness and dogs not allowed 

inside’. 

No wonder the little dog’s eyes widened, angered badly. 

“Motherfu*ker... who dares look down on this great one?!” 

Wang Da was captured in front of everyone, angering Wang Family. They didn’t know who that 

mysterious person was, but they knew that there was a little dog that intimidated even an Immortal 

Domain family. 

However, later on, they learned that the dog was most likely bluffing, not having its past divine abilities. 

Wang Family’s people were extremely vicious. This was most likely their work, because Wang Shi was 

one of the proposers of this distinguished meeting. 

The little dog was furious, grinding its teeth there. If it wasn’t for Shi Hao holding it back, it might have 

directly screamed out and rushed over. 

“Let’s take a look around first, don’t be in such a rush to cry out.” Shi Hao said, trying to appease it. 

The little dog thought for a bit, feeling that this was reasonable. They should try to see what kind of 

movements these people had first. 

Right now, a silver-haired little girl appeared, from the looks of it twelve or thirteen years of age, her 

complexion like fine jade, her face extremely fine and beautiful. Her silver long hair hung down to her 

waist, flickering with brilliance, ruby-like eyes extremely large and intelligent. 

It was precisely the Lunar Jade Rabbit. She hugged a snow-white little qilin, also coming. 

“A little rabbit!” The small dog’s eyes moved about. With a sou sound, white light flickered, turning into 

a little white rabbit, jolting its buttocks as it followed behind the Lunar Jade Rabbit. 

“This damn horny dog!” Cao Yusheng was immediately annoyed. This little dog was trying to deceive his 

old friend. 

“Wayaya, where did this little rabbit come from? It’s so cute!” The Lunar Jade Rabbit immediately threw 

away the qilin she was holding, picking up the ‘little dog’ on the ground. 

“Are you praising yourself?” Shi Hao who was standing in the distance immediately became speechless. 

She was a rabbit herself! 

The little qilin was still sleeping, but was thrown to the ground in the end, feeling extremely wronged. 

The little dog didn’t feel great either, because when it was picked up, it was pinched and rubbed all over, 

and then its ears were twisted. 



Bark! It immediately bared its fangs. 

“Yi, why is your cry so... cute?” 

The little dog almost vomited a mouthful of blood, its face becoming red. Just how old was it? Yet it was 

called cute! It almost immediately jumped up and ran. 

“Hehe...” Cao Yusheng snickered. 

They began to climb the broken Xumi Mountain. 

In the distance, there was a beautiful figure, white clothes purer than snow, who was sipping on tea. She 

had beautiful long black hair, her skin like snow, bright eyes and white teeth, as if she was an exiled 

immortal. 

It was precisely Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy, the recombined Qing Yi and Yue Chan. 

There were many familiar people around them, for example, Great Xu Tuo, Little Sky King, Tuogu Yulong, 

and others. 

Not long afterwards, the dual-pupiled Shi Yi, Exiled Immortal, and others came, drawing a lot of 

attention. 

“They were the main force of the younger generation in the Desolate Border War, I wonder just how 

powerful they have become now!” 

There were people discussing among themselves, feeling like these should be the most powerful 

youngsters of the present world. 

Soon afterwards, there was a huge commotion raised. More people came, quite a few people getting up 

to welcome them. 

“Wang Shi has come, Wang Family’s most powerful inheritor!” 

“Of Wang Family’s Nine Dragons, the younger they are, the more powerful. Who would have thought 

that there would be a tenth dragon! He is but Immortal Wang’s child, rumored to have received great 

benefits from the great dao!” 

Everyone immediately began to discuss among themselves. Many people got up to welcome him with 

smiles. 

Chapter 1828 - Wang Shi 

Wang Shi came. He had a medium build, his face delicate and graceful, extremely handsome, full of a 

youthful vitality. 

His face carried a smile, extremely peaceful, but no one dared to ignorantly think of him as harmless, 

because he was a hibernating vicious dragon. 

Everyone knew that he was powerful beyond compare, his sparkling body carrying explosive strength, 

comparable to True Dragons at the same level. 



Looking more carefully, his skin was moist and glowing, tough and sturdy, the result of being tempered 

to the extreme. This person most likely had a Vajra Unbreaking Body. 

“Wang Family is extraordinary after all!” Someone said with a light sigh. 

Ever since they saw Wang Shi, all true experts felt a type of horrified feeling, as if they had encountered 

a humanoid vicious dragon, as if they had been targeted by a giant creature. 

Normal people couldn’t sense this, they would only feel that he was calm and gentle, like a naive young 

man who wasn’t threatening in the slightest. 

However, the deeper one’s cultivation was, the more alarmed they would become. There was terrifying 

power hidden within his body that, once erupted, would shake the heavens and move the earth, make 

stars fall. 

Shi Hao was also here, ascending the broken Xumi Mountain. This Wang Shi was not simple after all, a 

formidable figure. 

He could vaguely sense great dao symbols within his body, within him astonishing power, innately close 

to the dao. He should be someone favored by the heavens. 

Wang Shi and Immortal Wang were quite similar, both of them having delicate features, extremely 

handsome, at the same time possessing outstanding talent. In this great era, there weren’t many who 

could compare to him. 

“Dao friends are too polite, there is no need to act with excessive courtesy.” Wang Shi smiled. When he 

saw this many people come over, he cupped his hands in greeting just like a graceful youngster.  

Behind him followed Wang Xi, still slender and elegant, appearance exceptional. However, while 

standing at Wang Shi’s side, her style was naturally decreased considerably, paling in comparison. 

Her appearance really was great, enough to captivate even the birds and beasts, hiding the moon and 

shaming the flowers. However now, the situation worsened, the will of the people uncertain, all of them 

considering their individual prospects. Geniuses represented future glory, not even this type of 

exceptional beauty could compare to Wang Shi. 

The ding dong sounds gradually faded out. Princess Yao Yue’s zither sounds stopped, but the hundred 

birds didn’t scatter, divine birds still dancing about her side. 

Wang Shi clapped his hands, saying in admiration, “The notes are like a distant immortal melody, 

winding about, moving the dao heart. Princess Yao Yue’s zither art is astonishing.” 

The others all immediately agreed, praising Princess Yao Yue’s zither skills. 

“Greetings to dao brothers.” Then, Wang Shi had a warm smile on his face, full of etiquette as he 

greeted Ten Crown King, Exiled Immortal and others with a cupped fist. 

He was an extremely smooth and slick person, this was Shi Hao’s first impression. Wang Shi was 

extremely strong himself, yet after he came, he still gave off a refreshing feeling, not simple at all. 



At the same time, without a doubt, Wang Shi became the focal point of attention, easily drawing 

everyone’s attention. Many people rushed over, surrounding him. 

“Great Xu Tuo dao brother, have you decided which region of Immortal Domain you are headed to?” 

Wang Shi sat down, asking Great Xu Tuo who wasn’t far off with a smile. 

Everyone knew that to a certain extent, the meeting this time was to bid each other farewell. It was 

because everyone’s choices will be different. Some people wished to enter Immortal Domain, while 

some could perhaps only stay behind. 

“I am still unsure.” Great Xu Tuo’s words were simple and concise, releasing a light sigh. 

He looked at this ancient land. This vast broken mountain was the true birthplace of the ancient monk 

lineage. If it hadn’t been destroyed, then this would be his ideal holy land. 

Wang Shi was all smiles. He then looked towards Ten Crown King, saying, “With brother’s aptitude, I 

believe that regardless of where it is in Immortal Domain, you will still shine brightly for generations to 

come.” 

These words were polite, the evaluation high, but everyone knew that they weren’t too exaggerated. 

With Ten Crown King’s aptitude and strength, he would remain brilliant even if he entered Immortal 

Domain. 

Thirty years passed. Now, just how far did his cultivation reach? 

Ten Crown King remained extremely calm, saying, “Actually, I wish to exchange some pointers with you 

before I leave.” 

When these words sounded, it immediately left everyone shocked. Ten Crown King was going to fight a 

round with Wang Shi? Many people felt like they had chicken blood injected into them, becoming 

incredibly excited and stirred up. 

Just what kind of figures were these? There might actually really be a battle! 

Shi Hao finally knew just how formidable Wang Shi was. For even Ten Crown King to wish to fight him, 

this naturally showed just how extraordinary Wang Shi was. 

Otherwise, how could normal geniuses catch Ten Crown King’s attention? 

Wang Shi remained extremely humble, but not weak, saying, “Dao brother thinks too highly of me. 

However, I also wish to have an exchange with this brother.” 

“Since there is an opportunity now, why don’t we hold it today, the two of us fight a round?” Ten Crown 

King said, his eyes brilliant, shining like two suns. 

This triggered great chaos. Two great experts might fight an intense battle here today, how could 

everyone not be shocked? 

“It’s best if we don’t have it today, I only wish to enjoy some drinks, find answers through theory and 

not practice, discuss our futures, so it’s better for us to put it off for now.” Wang Shi shook his head. 



Then, he added, calm but decisive. “How about we hold a duel in the Nine Heavens before we leave, 

before we enter Immortal Domain?” 

“Fine!” When Ten Crown King heard this, he directly nodded. 

“Worthy opponents are hard to find. I look forward to it!” Wang Shi said with a laugh. 

In the distance, the Lunar Jade Rabbit released a light sigh, tugging on the dog rabbit’s ears, looking 

rather annoyed and regretful. “We’re missing someone here. Otherwise, with his talents, would Wang 

Shi even be able to act all arrogant?” 

When the nearby people heard this, they all revealed strange expressions, becoming a bit confused. 

Thirty years have already passed, some things clearly already faded from some people’s memories. 

Of course, there were others who understood what happened, guessing at who she spoke about. 

In the past, during Desolate Border’s great battle, who was the one who contributed the most from the 

younger generation? It was without a doubt the one who was crippled, the one who previously 

personally killed many Emperor Clan creatures. 

In that battle, his divine bravery was known to be unmatched! 

Comparatively speaking, even Ten Crown King, dual-pupils and others paled in comparison, their 

achievements couldn’t compare. 

“Brother Exiled Immortal’s style is exceptional, like a reincarnated immortal daoist. I have also looked 

forward to meeting you, if possible, I also wish to exchange some pointers.” Wang Shi spoke up, staring 

at the incredibly aloof and and pure Exiled Immortal. 

Exiled Immortal revealed a faint smile, revealing his snow-white teeth. “Sure, I can keep you company at 

any time!” 

Previously, everyone felt like Wang Shi was still calm and harmless, but now, even those whose 

cultivation levels weren’t that high could sense that Wang Shi had full confidence in his own strength. 

It was because he was challenging others, arranging for two battles in succession. Soon afterwards, 

there would be two battles between great young experts. 

He was smiling, expression still gentle, but in many people’s eyes, he was like a hibernating vicious beast 

who was gradually revealing his fangs. 

People hurried over one after another. 

“Jin Zhan has arrived.” 

Many people looked over. Jin Zhan had arrived, his appearance heroic, cultivation becoming more and 

more powerful. His entire figure’s essence energy was like that of a rainbow. When restrained in his 

body, it was almost impossible to completely restrain. 

“In the past, he was also a fierce person, participating in the great battle of Desolate Border. Even 

though he returned in a dying state, I heard that he profited from disaster, his dao skills increasing.” 



There were some who were discussing this. They looked at Jin Zhan, and then towards Wang Xi. 

“Did these two become dao companions?” There were some who revealed strange expressions. They 

thought of the events of the past, how great of a disturbance this stirred up. Jin Family and Wang Family 

wished to be related by marriage, but in the end, it was put off. 

“Wang Family at that time had some regrets. They previously had a chance to take Huang for their own, 

at the time, Huang and Wang Xi had some relations...” 

There were some who spoke quietly, discussing things there. 

“Heh, back then, Wang Family was completely focused on suppressing Huang. There were all types of 

unhappy things that happened, even wishing to take him as a servant. I believe that later on, they 

must’ve regretted it bitterly!” 

Huang, this was already a name of the past. After he was crippled by the ruined immortal, there were 

less and less people who brought him up. However today, in this type of situation, everyone recalled it 

again. 

“Shut your mouth, I don’t want to hear that name!” Jin Zhan suddenly spoke, looking coldly at those 

people who were discussing quietly. 

The atmosphere immediately changed a bit, those people closing their mouths. 

“What happened? Can my brother’s name not be mentioned? Who do you think you are, acting all 

domineering? I just want to bring him up, what will you do about it?” Right at this time, a golden-haired 

youngster walked over, climbing up the broken Xumi Mountain. 

His figure was extremely sturdy, as if cast from gold, innately possessing a feeling of power. His head of 

blonde long hair scattered down, pupils releasing penetrating electrical radiance. 

Someone recognized that he was the Heavenly Horned Ant, an extremely terrifying expert, known to be 

the one with the greatest strength under the supreme being level! 

“Heh, some things seemed to have happened back in Jin Family, is that why dao friend Jin Zhan is so on 

edge here?” The witch spoke. Her skin was snow-white, eyes clear like water, a country toppling beauty. 

“If Huang was here, would dao friend Jin dare say this?” 

“Why wouldn’t I dare? Unfortunately, he will never be able to come! I believe he is already in his later 

years in the lower realms now. Without his cultivation, he is doomed to live an ordinary life, dust to 

dust, earth to earth, definitely going to disappear prematurely.” Jin Zhan said. 

“Hearing everyone discuss this individual of the past, it truly is regretful that I don’t have the 

opportunity to meet with him.” Wang Shi said. 

Right now, Tuogu Yulong, Lunar Jade Rabbit, the two survivors of Wei Family’s four phoenixes, the 

owner of the Five Spirits War Chariot Qi Hong, and the others were a bit distracted, recalling that old 

friend. 

The one who previously dominated the younger generation, continuously killed Emperor Clan experts 

from the other side, this Huang unfortunately left back then, never having the chance to return. 



Great Xu Tuo, Little Sky King, Daoist Qi Gu and the others all felt a wave of pity, feeling like Huang being 

crippled and disappearing was just too unfortunate. 

Even Wang Family’s Wang Xi’s expression changed slightly. There were just too many things that 

happened in the past! 

“Fairy Yue Chan, or perhaps it is Fairy Qing Yi, I heard that your relations with Huang wasn’t light before. 

If he was still alive, nothing bad happening to him, how strong do you reckon he would be?” Wang Shi 

asked with a smile. 

A few people’s expressions changed, for example, the Heavenly Horned Ant, Chang Gongyan, and 

others. It was because they all knew that Qing Yi and Shi Hao had many things happening between 

them. Was this Wang Shi’s provocation? 

Moreover, after Yue Chan and Qing Yi merged, it was hard to say whether she was partial towards 

Huang or not. After all, the past Yue Chan stood against Huang. By speaking like this, was Wang Shi 

testing the waters? 

There were some people who looked towards Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy. 

The woman’s clothes were purer than snow, her beautiful eyes flickering as she looked at Wang Shi. “If 

he was still here, he would be stronger than you!” 

These were simple words, but it made Wang Shi’s expression become slightly rigid. He never expected 

Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy would actually speak so directly. 

“Is that so? I truly wish he was alive, to have him appear before my eyes one day.” Wang Shi said calmly. 

Chapter 1829 - Opposition 

“As long as you are still alive, can wait until that day, then I believe my brother Huang will return. He will 

slaughter his way back up from the lower realms, slaughter that ruined immortal!” The Heavenly Horned 

Ant said, extremely worked up. 

His temper was extremely great. As the descendant of one of the Vicious Ten, he never feared anything 

between heaven and earth. He had participated in Desolate Border’s great battle, not fearing Wang 

Family’s so-called exceptional Pride of Heaven at all. 

“Heh, I am hoping for the same. After all, my generation’s number one ended up becoming afflicted 

with the Immortal Killing Curse, most likely forever never having a chance again.” 

Before Wang Shi spoke up again, someone else said this with a cold and different voice. Instead of 

saying it was out of pity, it was more out of mockery. 

Wang Family and Jin Family’s influence was too great, deeply-rooted in the Nine Heavens above, so they 

naturally had some allies. There were some top notch geniuses from this generation who also wanted to 

get closer to them. 

That was why they spoke out on their side. 



“What kind of nonsense are you spouting?!” The Heavenly Horned Ant’s golden hair became dazzling 

like golden threads, like a raging flame. The past events left him full of resentment and pain, yet he was 

completely helpless. 

In the end, he refused to believe that Shi Hao became an ordinary person, that he was already in his 

later years. 

However, the Immortal Killing Curse really was impossible to get rid of. Who could stick it through? 

Back then when the ruined immortal took action, no one could stop him. They could only hold onto their 

own regrets. 

“Heh, after thirty years passed, no matter how great of a genius he was, his blood energy should already 

be drying up, the best situation having one foot in the grave, barely able to continue living, worst is that 

he’s already dead!” Right now, an expert from Wind Clan spoke out. 

Jin Family, Wang Family, Wind Clan, these three long life families had previously stood against Shi Hao. 

When they heard these words, some people became quiet. 

Chang Gongyan, Heavenly Horned Ant and the others’ chests were rising and falling, feeling powerful 

emotions. 

This really was the case. The past heaven warping genius’ end really was too miserable, too much of a 

tragedy. 

Thirty years ago, they had previously visited the lower realms through the three thousand provinces, 

heading into Void God Realm. 

At that time, some people met Shi Hao, but he was still full of laughter, not worried at all, but what he 

told them was that he didn’t have many days left to go wild, that he would still be crippled in the end. 

That was the last time they saw Shi Hao, one separation lasting thirty years, no more chances to head 

down. 

The creatures of darkness corroded the lands, the various passages were all closed! 

They didn’t meet for thirty years, could it be that this old friend really was already dying, reaching a 

blood-soaked sunset, a fallen hero? 

This was... the most likely result! 

After all, there was no cure for the Immortal Breaking Curse. It would cut down one’s cultivation. Once 

one’s magical force disappeared, the vitality of an expert would become greatly injured, and from there 

on their blood energy would be suffering damage, gradually drying up. 

“Being able to live is already a type of luxury, what other type of rising up or coming back is there to 

speak of? Hmph!” Jin Zhan spoke, his words carrying disdain. 

His grudge with Shi Hao was deep, the turning point of his life was because of the great battle between 

Huang and himself. After suffering a great defeat in Imperial Pass, it made him lose the chance to 

become the leader of the younger generation. 



That was the breaking point of his fate. After that battle, he was always in low spirits, his dao skills 

unsteady. In the end, when he fought with the other side, he was even defeated until his flesh was in 

tatters. 

After that battle, Wang Xi didn’t fulfill her promise to become his dao companion, and thus, there was a 

bit of a rift between Jin and Wang Family. 

“A loser like you, did you already forget how Huang easily crushed you in Imperial Pass back then? Now 

that he’s not here, you feel like you can look down on everyone again?” 

The Heavenly Horned Ant was annoyed, which was why he directly mocked the other party. 

Jin Zhan’s pupils were cold, full of endless killing intent. 

“Everyone, what is the use in saying these things? There is no need to ruin the atmosphere over past 

events. The main reason we met up today was to discuss our future paths.” Someone spoke out, 

alleviating the tension. 

Unfortunately, this effort was wasted, it didn’t do anything. 

There were some people who were standing against each other, bearing hostility against the Heavenly 

Horned Ant, Lunar Jade Rabbit, and others, not being friendly at all. 

“A dead person, what use is there in praising him? The dead will be dead, regardless of how stunning he 

was before, now, he is still nothing more than a pile of ruined bones in the lower realms.” This came 

from a Wind Clan expert. 

In reality, in the past, this was the first clan to act against Shi Hao. When Shi Hao had just appeared in 

Immeasurable Heaven, he was targeted by Yuan Qing, sent to Origin Ancient Mine. 

It was all because the sinner’s bloodline had conflict with this clan’s ancestor, grudges shared between 

them, that they didn’t wish to give Stone Clan’s people any chance of establishing a heaven reaching 

great tree. 

“Why do I feel like your words are so ear-piercing?” Tuogu Yulong spoke up. He came from a family from 

Desolate Border’s Imperial Pass, his relationship with Shi Hao not bad. 

It was because they established friendly relations on the battlefield, everyone could see that Huang 

could kill the other side’s Emperor Clan experts. 

Moreover, Tuogu Yulong, Wei Family’s four phoenixes, and others had previously had their lives saved 

by Shi Hao in the final battle. 

There were some people who had unkind expressions, including Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy, Qi Hong, 

and others, all of them looking towards Wind Clan’s expert. 

In the past, this clan’s inheritor was killed by Shi Hao, the grudge deep. This person was quite direct, 

directly speaking with enmity and sneers. 



“The departed have already left, what is there to debate over.” Someone from Wang Family spoke out, 

but it wasn’t for the sake of alleviating the tension, it was rather for starting more provocations. It was 

because he still had more words to say. 

“The path is below our own feet to take, these were all the result of his own choices.” He calmly said. 

This was another person aside from Wang Shi, Wang Lan who had exceptional talent, someone who 

recently rose up in the past thirty years. He came into the spotlight in the past decade or so, his strength 

exceptional. 

“What are you trying to say?” Chang Gongyan said with a sunken voice. 

“Many mistakes were self-created, being crippled was something predetermined.” He said calmly. 

“Brat, a fool like you who doesn’t understand how to be humane, are you courting death? In the past, 

Shi Hao fought in the Desolate Border great battle, when he was establishing great contributions, you 

were still drinking milk in Wang Family!” The Heavenly Horned Ant had an explosive temper, his words 

naturally not overly polite. 

Drinking milk was an exaggeration, but back then, Wang Lan indeed didn’t appear in the world yet, he 

was still less than twenty years of age at that time, at a crucial period of cultivation. 

“There is no need to mention things of the past, but there is a matter in recent years that I must bring 

up.” Wang Lan didn’t get angry, suddenly changing the topic. He looked in a direction, targeting the 

Lunar Jade Rabbit and others. 

“Not long ago, my clan’s elder suffered disaster, was captured by someone. I heard that there was a fat 

daoist there, his name Cao Yusheng!” He said. 

“What are you implying?” The Lunar Jade Rabbit asked. 

“I must apologize, but I heard that your relations with that Daoist Cao wasn’t bad. Today, we wish to ask 

you to come with us to Wang Family for a bit after the distinguished meeting.” Wang Lan said. 

When they heard this, many people became shocked. Then, they looked towards Wang Shi who had 

remained quiet this entire time. He was one of the main proposers for this distinguished meeting, his 

intentions seemingly unpure. 

Wang Shi spoke coldly, no longer remaining calm, completely different from his previous temperament. 

“My big brother has been taken captive, today, we will have to offend you.” 

Now that even he spoke like this, everyone understood what was going on, that there was prior plotting 

done. 

Qing Yi, Tuogu Yulong, Chang Gongyan, Wei Family’s four phoenixes, Heavenly Horned Ant, and others 

all revealed looks of anger. They never expected Wang Family to be this unbridled. They are going to 

kidnap someone in this distinguished meeting? 

“You dare?!” The Heavenly Horned Ant was the first to step out, walking towards the Lunar Jade Rabbit, 

insisting on advancing and retreating with her. 



Hong! 

At this time, the little snow-white qilin who followed the Lunar Jade Rabbit suddenly erupted with 

terrifying blood energy, shocking many people. 

This was also one of the Vicious Ten’s descendant. After thirty years had passed, it had grown up!  

“Interesting. However, everyone, I must apologize, we are definitely going to seize her. However, do not 

worry, we temporarily won’t harm her, we are only waiting for that fat daoist priest to confess his 

crimes.” 

Right at this time, a cold voice sounded. An indistinct figure appeared, gradually becoming clearer. He 

had gray hair, eyes like golden lamps, aura absolutely terrifying. 

In his surroundings, the void fissured. Just his presence alone made the world tremble. 

“Wang Wu!” A few people were shocked, recognizing his identity. They never expected that this person 

would personally come here. 

“Your Wang Family’s way of doing things is too unbridled. This is a distinguished meeting of the same 

generation, yet you all wish to capture people as you wish?!” Heaven Mending Sect’s fairy berated. 

Many people were shocked and furious. Those who had friendly relations with Shi Hao and the Lunar 

Jade Rabbit all widened their eyes. 

Wang Family was too domineering. Even though Immortal Wang now truly became the number one 

among supreme beings, this clan’s way of doing was too domineering, too overbearing. 

A few people suspected that this was because Wang Family was going to enter Immortal Domain, that 

they had an ancient immortal family supporting them, which was why they were acting with less and 

less reservations. 

“Heheh, my brother was attacked, unknown if he is even alive. Today, I am capturing someone who is 

related to that evil person, what can you all do about it? Is there anyone who wishes to stop me?” Wang 

Wu said indifferently. 

Wang Family’s Nine Dragons’ identities were exceptional, far exceeding ordinary Self Release Realm 

experts. There were some people who saw him as a pseudo supreme being. His strength was terrifying 

beyond compare. 

He had the confidence to say these words, because he was the son of Immortal Wang. 

“Is that so? You truly are rather wild.” Suddenly, someone spoke, moreover breaking a cup of wine. With 

a shua sound, sparkling liquid scattered towards Wang Wu. 

Peng! 

Many people were stupefied. It was as if Wang Wu was struck by lightning, actually unable to evade, his 

entire body flying outwards because of a cup of wine! 

Chapter 1830 - Dispatching Enemies With a Flick 



What was going on? Wang Wu was sent flying by a cup of wine, this scene seemed a bit unrealistic, 

leaving everyone stupefied, completely shocked! 

Wang Wu’s strength was great, already cultivated for an endless amount of time. In the present world, 

he was one of the few most powerful individuals below the supreme being level, yet he suffered this 

type of attack. 

Wrong, it wasn’t an attack, everything was done with just too much contempt. The one who took action 

was too easy-going, just spilling some wine, yet it already sent this person flying. 

Who was this? From his voice, he sounded extremely young! 

Everyone turned around to look for this person, looking in the same direction, wishing to see who this 

was. 

There was one person there. He had exuberant vitality, should be extremely young, not something an 

aged cultivator should have. However, when he sat there, there was a bit of an empty feeling, hard to 

seize his true body. 

Behind the jade table, his figure was like an immortal mountain hidden within clouds, white mists hazy. 

He sat there quietly, silently enjoying wine himself. 

Wang Wu neutralized the force, finally stabilizing his figure, landing on the ground. However, despite 

this being the case, he still staggered backwards a few steps. 

Just now, just what kind of attack did he suffer? Just a cup of wine was enough to send him flying, it was 

too shocking. 

“You, who exactly are you?!” Wang Wu’s expression was ugly. The one who could force him out was 

definitely terrifying. Immortal Wang could easily do this, Wang Jiu could as well, because they were 

stronger than him. 

That person didn’t pay him any attention, raising his wine cup, as if in a daze, thinking about his own 

matters, actually ignoring him. 

“Just what exactly are you trying to do?” Wang Wu spoke up again, a wave of flames surging within him. 

He was actually looked down on like this, making him inwardly clench his teeth. 

“I couldn’t bear to watch your insolent behavior.” That person seemed to have snapped out of his daze, 

calmly replying. 

“This isn’t something you should be concerned with!” Wang Wu said with a sunken voice, staring at Shi 

Hao, and then at the Lunar Jade Rabbit and others. 

“If it was your father who came to say this to me, then it would still be reasonable. However, even 

someone like you dares to act arrogant?” That youngster’s brows jumped, speaking like this. 

Nearby, everyone became extremely shocked. Who exactly was this, why was he so powerful? He could 

actually look down on Wang Wu? Just how shocking was his cultivation?! 



Wang Wu’s expression was ugly. This person was even more arrogant than him, looking down on him 

way too much, actually speaking with a lecturing tone. 

This was naturally Shi Hao. He saw everything clearly. Since the other party wanted to act forcefully, 

bring away the Lunar Jade Rabbit, he naturally wouldn’t watch from the side with his arms crossed, he 

was going to teach them a lesson. 

In reality, ever since he came here, he already didn’t plan to let some people go. 

“Friend, the Lunar Jade Friend is someone my father told us to bring back.” Wang Wu took a deep 

breath, and then spoke out again, his expression incredibly grave. 

He felt like the age of the person before him shouldn’t be extremely high. That was why even though his 

cultivation was deeper than his, he still didn’t call him senior, but rather called him friend. 

At the same time, he mentioned Immortal Wang as a type of warning, implying that Shi Hao should stay 

out of this. 

“It seems like you didn’t understand my intentions. I just couldn’t bear to watch the actions of you 

bunch, even if you called out your daddy, it still wouldn’t matter!” Shi Hao said calmly. 

Everyone became stupefied. This person was just too domineering, not giving Wang Wu any face. He 

was direct and plainspoken, full of mockery. 

“Friend, aren’t you going too far?!” Wang Wu spoke, his expression growing cold. As Immortal Wang’s 

fifth son, he was used to acting domineeringly, rarely encountering this type of thing. 

“You do not have the qualifications to call me friend, moreover, you do not seem to understand your 

current situation. Just a trifling fifth bug, yet you dare act arrogantly before me?” Shi Hao said. He 

finished the wine in his jade cup. 

Everyone immediately shivered inwardly. Just who was this person? This was looking down on Wang 

Family’s fifth dragon! He didn’t attach any importance to him, as if he was lecturing the younger 

generation. 

Wang Wu was filled with rage and resentment. He still didn’t know that this was Shi Hao. If he knew, he 

might just directly vomit blood. The past younger generation was now lecturing him with this type of 

stance, it was basically on the same level of his father. 

“Dao friend, acting forcefully like this, you are going too far!” Wang Wu was annoyed. 

“Just a younger generation, yet you are contradicting me again and again, you even want to mention 

your father to intimidate me?” Shi Hao swept him a glance. 

In that instant, Wang Wu’s cheeks became flushed. He was being looked down upon by someone, 

shown great disdain. 

However,why did he sense such a young and exuberant vitality from this person? This should be a 

youngster! 

Moreover, this person was ‘flaunting his age’, seemingly truly a senior. 



“I wonder how many years senior has cultivated for, how many years has it been since you achieved the 

dao?” Wang Wu spoke out again. 

“I reckon it’s a few decades by now. What, you still can’t accept this?” A hint of a cold smile appeared on 

the corners of Shi Hao’s lips. 

What kind of joke was this? A few dozen years and you would have this type of cultivation? Wang Wu 

felt like the other party was toying with him. 

Everyone else all smiled as they watched Wang Wu suffer. Chang Gongyan, Tuogu Yulong, Heavenly 

Horned Ant and others were all excited. This cultivator with an unknown identity really had good timing. 

“You are going too far!” Wang Wu roared, starting to form seals. He was unwilling, wishing to see if this 

person really was at the Supreme Being Realm. 

Or was it to say, this was a pseudo supreme being? 

“A younger generation like you wishes to vainly act against me?” Shi Hao laughed loudly. 

He got up, a great golden path appearing before him, extending outwards, incomparably divine and 

brilliant, directly reaching to where Wang Wu was. 

At the sides of the golden path, divine lotuses appeared one after another, taking root in the void, 

leaves flourishing, releasing great dao rumbling sounds. 

Everyone sucked in cold breaths of air. The great dao was under their feet, this person likely truly 

achieved the dao! 

Wang Wu took action, forming seals, displaying precious techniques, hacking outwards. However, when 

the symbols rushed over, they completely scattered in front of Shi Hao. 

That golden path erased everything, cutting apart all methods. Shi Hao seemed to be impervious to all 

methods! 

Peng! 

When he got close, Shi Hao’s palm smashed into Wang Wu’s face, sending him flying, coughing out a 

large mouthful of blood, making all of the spectators tremble inwardly. 

“You are trying to forcefully bring away the Lunar Jade Rabbit, so old already, yet you are bullying a little 

girl, do you feel no shame, do you even want any face?” Shi Hao asked. 

At the same time, he revealed his true appearance to Wang Wu, allowing him to see who he was. 

“You...” Wang Wu was shocked, his eyes widening, simply not daring to believe what he was seeing. 

Pa! 

This time, his words were smacked back down, his face fissuring, unable to evade even if he wanted to. 

Pu! 



Wang Wu spat out a mouthful of blood. This was not only from being injured, the main reason was from 

anger. His entire body was shaking, the corners of his eyes feeling like they were about to split. 

Who was this? The past youngster not only didn’t have his cultivation crippled, he even became this 

level of expert, most likely entering Supreme Being Realm, this was just too terrifying! 

This made him so angry he wanted to vomit blood. This was clearly a younger generation, yet he was 

looking down on him with contempt as if he was the senior. 

This type of feeling was just too horrible. The past Shi Hao was viewed by them as an insect, if not for 

Meng Tianzheng stopping them, they would have long crushed him to pieces. 

Yet now, everything was changed, reversed. That younger generation was high up above, already 

enough to look down on him, overlook him. 

“You...” Wang Wu wanted to speak out again, moreover release his divine will. 

However, in the end, what he met was another slap. His entire body flew out, blood filling his mouth, 

teeth flying out. All of the aura that erupted was suppressed back. 

His eye sockets wished to split apart, but he couldn’t do anything. It wasn’t that he didn’t have any 

methods, there was a mysterious formation carved within his body that would allow him to erupt with 

incomparable power. 

However, it was all ineffective now. That person stepped on a great golden path, forcefully suppressing 

him, preventing him from retaliating in the slightest. 

It was because Shi Hao had studied Wang Da’s formation, understanding how to deal with the Nine 

Dragons. He could have suppressed them to begin with, now, it was even easier. 

Peng! 

Wang Wu flew out, but this time, he wasn’t allowed to shout or vent his anger. Shi Hao reached out a 

large hand, grabbing him, crushing him until all of his bones releasing gabeng gabeng noises, cracking 

apart inch by inch. 

In the end, Shi Hao directly suppressed him, throwing him into a pill furnace, sealing him up. 

The broken Xumi Mountain was completely silent, everyone stupefied. Wang Wu was captured just like 

that! 

“Since I already took action, I might as well slaughter to the end.” Shi Hao said quietly. 

He locked onto Wind Clan’s inheritor, reaching out a large hand without any hesitation. With a pu 

sound, he crushed him into a blast of bloody mist. 

Forget about the old debt this clan owed Shi Hao from their grudges, just the matters of this clan giving 

the rotten wooden chest to the creatures of darkness was enough to stir Shi Hao’s killing intent. 

Then, he stared at Jin Zhan, because he just came from Jin Family, seriously injuring Jin Taijun,so he 

naturally didn’t mind killing this clan’s inheritor. 



Jin Taijun privately contacted the creatures of darkness, so Shi Hao didn’t feel any qualms about killing 

them. 

“You are...” It was because in the final moment, he saw Shi Hao’s true appearance, looking like he saw a 

living ghost. How could it be him? He actually lived, becoming a supreme being. 

“No, wait a bit, I have something to say!” Jin Zhan shouted. He really wasn’t willing to be killed like this, 

to die without understanding why. He really wanted to ask how Shi Hao could make it through the 

Immortal Breaking Curse, moreover his cultivation reaching today’s level. 

Pu! 

With a flick of Shi Hao’s finger, Jin Zhan’s head was removed by a streak of sword energy, but his 

primordial spirit wasn’t immediately erased. 

At this time, Shi Hao then looked towards Wang Family’s Wang Shi and others. 

 


